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Black Heritage
Festival Prepares
For 1st Week
SEE PAGE 2
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Port Tampa Native Judge Denies Kevin
·White's Motion
Fears For Saletv
For New Trial
OJ Parents
SEE PAGE 3

SEE PAGE 2

JUST US SOCIAl ClUB CHRISTMAS PARTY
The Jus t Us Social Club held its Chdstmas Party last month at the Carver City/Lincoln Gardens Civic Center. Friends
joine d the members and e njoyed ple n ty of food, fun a nd mus ic. Ther e was a little socializing and a whole lot of dancing
e njoyed by all. Membe rs arc f ro m left , .Jean Tim, Betty L. Kin sey, Joyce Balloo n , Margaret Brookins, Ella Cusseaux, Linda ~~
Gilchrist, Doris Slater, Mary D. Lee, Selphenia Shie lds, Mickey Vinson, Eileen Wilford, Willie Mae Williams and Michelle
Loango. (Photograph by Freder ick 1-Ia •·ris)
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; Judge Denies Kevin White's 10-DAY Celebration ·Tampa_Black Heritage ·
.Festival Preps For ASimmering First Week
Request
For New Trial
z~
.

<(
Last week, the attorney
"") representing a convicted for~ mer County Commissioner
~ requested that the conviction
w be overturned or a new trial
~ granted. The judge rejected
both requests.
Court appointed Attorney Grady Irvin, Jr., appeared before U. S. Judge
James D. Whittemore
and made the motion on Friday. His client, former Hillsborough
County
Commissioner
Kevin
White, was convicted in November of six charges pertaining to bribery and
corruption. He was also convicted of making false statement' to federal agents.
Attorney Irvin argued that
the case should never have
been in federal court because
it do·es not receive federal
funding.

~
c

KEVIN WHITE

... Sought new trial

Judge
Whittemore
wrote in his opinion that the
Public Transportation Commission, of which ·w hite
served as the Chairman, is a
county agency and that the
county does receive federal
funding.
White's sentencing is
planned for February 27,
2012.

Fire Marshal Closes Club
Due To Expired Permit ·
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The first half of the 12th
Annual Tampa Bay Black
Heritage Festival (Keeping
the Dream Alive - something
for "everyone") will take place
Thursday, January 12, 2012
to Sunday, January 15, 2012
with a simmering line up of
events, performances and
showcases.
The first week will feature
several signature events including the Heritage Movie
Night, Heritage Gala, and
Heritage Street Festival. Special guests include civil rights
leader
Dr.
Benjamin
Chavis, dynamic duo Black
Violin, legendary group
Rose Royce, jazz sensation
Paul Taylor and a colorful
array of educational, social,
cultural and artistic presentations, lectures, and workshops.
The entire festival will
take place from Thursday,
January 12 to Sunday, January 21, 2012. For a detail list
of events visit www.tampablackheritage.org.

~

Last week, an East Tampa club was closed by the Tampa Fire
Marshal's Office because its assembly permit had expired. The
U)
club had been the source of complaints recently.
w
:::::»
The club, operating under the name of Club Rose, 3720 E.
1- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Blvd., also had some other issues
fj: that needed correcting. The club was drawn into focus after two
W East Tampa residents complained to City Council the club was a
[ij strip club.
c
Larry Gay, who said he was the manager of the club when
~ contacted by the Sentinel said they were opening the club as a
U)
neighborhood bar and had thought of having bikini dancers up::J stairs, but no nudity. He also said they planned on being good
~ neighbors and that they didn't want to ruffle any feathers.
C..
The Sentinel has_also learned-that the current license for
Z the club is for a restaurant and it is operating under the license
for the Dock of the Bay. The license are in the name of Mrs.
..J Elouise Emmons, who died last April.
The club is licensed for the sale ofbeer and wine and is curm rently zoned as ·a restaurant.
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News Alert: The Florida Law States Til at You
May Be Entitled To $1 0,000
For loss Wages And Medical Care•..
(PIP Insurance Needed)
...,.ll,.,.rc~rii'211 ·7··ut

Service

Support and Help from the
beginning to the end.
.....-~-....--:;;;

• Spinal Injuries
Neck Pain • Back Pain
Hip Pain • Leg Pain

• Transportation Available
• Auto Repair
Body Shop

•

Medi~al

Care Provided

• Specializing In:
Car Accidents
Pedestrian Incidents
Motorcycle Ac•cid4~nbil.l
Truck Accidents
Slip and Falls
Bicycle
Bus
And More •••
"Don't be victimized twice for an accident that wasn't your fault"

Call Michelle B. Patty
Local: 813-495-3702 • Toll Free 1·866·352·4200
Available 24 Hours A
Michelle B.

/7 Days A Week
Inc.

DR. BEN CHAVIS

The signature Heritage
Movie Night will kick-off the
festival on Thursday, January
12,2012 with Dr. Benjamin
Chavis, civil rights leader
and hip hop political pioneer
at the Tampa Theatre (711
Franklin Street, Tampa), located in downtown Tampa,
with doors opening at 6 p. m.

In his youth, Dr. Benjamin Chavis was an assis.tant to Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. who inspired him
to work in the civil rights
movement. Dr. Chavis rose
to international prominence
as the leader of the Wilmington Ten and served as the National Director of the Million
Man March. · The biopic film
"Blood Done Signed My
Name" will debut in Tampa
followed by a Q&A with Dr.
Chavis .

BLACK VIOLIN$

·The Heritage Gala will
take place the following day
on Friday, January 13, 2012
at the David A Straz, Jr. Center for the Performing Arts
(1010 N W. C. Macinnes
Place, Tampa) featuii.ng the
gifted duo Black Violin.
The South Florida natives,
whose daunting array of musical styles and influences
produce a signature sound,
have broken down walls and
defused stereotypes by their
style of music. The ·two classically trained violinists and
their DJ redefines the music
world with influences ranging
from Shostakovich and
Bach to Nas and Jay-Z.
Black Violin blends the
classical with the modem creating a style that has swept
the country and is a global
phenomenon in the industry.
Doors open at 6:30 p. m.

ROSE ROYCE

· Th~ very popular 2-day
Heritage Street Festival, will
take place at Curtis Hixon
Waterfront Park ori Saturday
and Sunday, January 14-15,
2012. The Street Festivl!l
draws in thousands of patrons from across the globe
and . will feature Grammy
Award Winning multi platinum selling group, Rose
Royce and the phenomenon
of saxophonist, Paw Taylor.
The Heritage Street Festival celebrates Tampa's history, . cultural
beauty,
promotes proactive health
and wellness, an while keep.ing the dream of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. alive. Villages at the festival help promote these initiatives and this
year's Children's Village is in
partnership with the Glazer
Children's Museum, tickets
for the museum and all other
street festival activities are
FREE of charge to everyone
who registers at www.tampablackheritage.org.
For more information, to
register for FREE Festival
· tickets, and for a complete list
of Heritage Festival Events
visit www.tampablackheritage.org or call 813-9723409.
Like us on
Facebook.com/TBBHF and ·
Follow
us
on
Twitter.com/TBBHF.

Women's Group To Host Champagne Brunch
The Black Women Business
Owners, Executives and Entrepreneurs (BWBOEE) are moving
towards global impact.
They're starting 2012 with a
Champagne Brunch in an interesting venue. The event will be
held in a spacious (13,000 sq, ft.)
home on the Hillsborough River.
The Italian-style home can be
seen from the 40th Street Bridge
and has been an intriguing curiosity piece since its completion.
The home is located at 3808
River Grove Drive.
The Business, Networking
3808 River Grove Drive
Brunch will be held on Saturday,
January 14, 2012, starting at 10 a.m. Proceeds will support Diversity Cancer Research and Treatment. Attendees will meet the organization's new members, business owners and tour the home.
All attendees MUST RSVP at bwboee@yahoo.com or contact Ingrid Young at (813) 451o9o9. There is a fee for the tickets.
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Bond Revoked For Man
Accused 01 Torturing Girlfriend

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Last Thursday, a 41-yearold Tampa man was charged
with torturing his girlfriend
over a 6-day period. The arrest followed a public appeal
for information leading to his
whereabouts.
According to a spokesperson for the Tampa Police Department, Leon Jorge
Washington was arrested
after someone saw the 6 p.m.
news and called in a tip.
Washington was arrested
without incident.
The tip led seven U. S.
Marshals, six Tampa Police
Officers, and four task force

officers from the Hillsborough, Pinellas, and Polk
County Sheriffs Offices responded to 7155 Fairview
Park Drive. Information received revealed that Washington was inside the trailer
park.
Upon arriving at the
scene, police found Washington hiding in a back room
and ordered him out of the
room. He initially faced
charges of aggravated battery
with a deadly weapon, false
imprisonment, and kidnapping. Washington was
placed under a $2oo,ooo
bond.
However, according to
Hillsborough County Sheriffs

Port Tampa
Native Fears For
Parents' Saletv

LEON WASHINGTON
... Bond revoked

Office jail records, the judge
presiding over his first appearance in court revoked the
bond Saturday. Washington now faces additional
charges of kidnapping committed on a child under 13;
battery second or subsequent
offense; and being a felon in
possession of a firearm. He is
being held without bond.
According to police, the
ordeal that a 31-year-old
Tampa woman and her 6year-old daughter endured
began on December 23rc1. The
woman had lived with
Washington at the 3419 E.

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
Bern·ard and W illie
Mae Rawls have lived in Port
Tampa for most of their lies.
Over the years, they've seen
the area experience its share
of ups and down, but for the
most part, it remained a quiet
area.
Their · daughter, Tonya
Widemann, said at least that
was the case until about 10
years ago.
"Violent crimes in the area
have gone up, and the drug
dealers have taken over the
park and other areas."
What h as Ms. Widemann concerned is an incident that occurred just before
New Year's Day at th e Kwane
Doster Park. The incident involved a park ranger being
shot at by a young man. The
bullet missed the ranger, but
entered the Rawls's home,
coming to a stop inside a wall
just above the headboard in
their bedroom.
"My father is in his 90s,
and if he h ad been sitting up
in bed, he'd be dead right
now," said Ms. Widemann.
"What's even wo rse is
they've grown so accustomed
to hearing gunshots coming
from the park. That bullet
came through their living
room window, th rough the
wall in th e living room and
ended only inch es ab ove the
headboard in my fa th er's bedroom. That's a very scary
thing, and I fear for their
safety."
Ms. Widemann said she
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Deluil Avenue address for
bolt locks.
0
about 9 months.
On December 29 1h, the N
"""'
However, police said - victim's sister went to the
Washington suspected her
home and found her sister
of being unfaithful and atgoing in and out of conscioustacked her with an ice pick,
ness. She was able to conclothes iron, and a knife causvince Washington to allow
ing serious abrasions, burns
the woman to get medicai atand lacerations. He forced
tention. He reportedly agreed
her to perform sexual acts,
that they could go to the
and cut her braids out with
pharmacy, but told th~m he
pruning shears, cutting her
would kill them both if they
scalp in places.
called police·or went to a hos-"He hit her so hard that
pital.
she has to see a specialist for
The two women took the
bone damage in her eye area.
little girl and called police
She has burns and lacerations
after they were safely away. .
all over her body. And after
Washington fled the scene
he cut off her hair, he kept it
before police arrived.
in a bag," a spokesperson for
A.l.though the victim was
the Tampa Police Departprovided with a police escort,
ment said.
it still took a day to convince
She also stated that while
her she would be safe while
rthe little girl was not injured
seeking medical treatment, 0
physically, Washington,
:a
police said.
who stands 6 feet tall and.
Police explained that be- c
weighs 300 pounds, did spit
cause she is self-employed l> .
en
on her.
and works from home, she m
Police said the ·woman
was not reported missing. z
was prevented from leaving
Her sister went to the resi- :::f
z
because all of the windows
dence to check on her- after. m
rwere equipped with burglar ·
not hearing from her during aJ
bars and the doors had deadthe holidays.
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This is a photo of where
the stray bullet entered the
home of Bernard and Willie
Mae Rawls.

feel Tampa Police have done a
great job in the area, but
would like to see the city put
more lights around the park.
"The park is isolated, and
there are only a couple of
streets that enter the park. It's
pitch black dark back there
after the park lights are turned
off, and that's when all the
drug dealing, gambling and
other things start happening
at the park.
"What hurts me the most,
is all of this is being done by
young people who were born
and raised out h ere. The outsiders that do come in are the
guests of the young people
that live here."
Ms. Widemann said
Port Tampa is a place where a
lot of Black former military
personnel moved to when they
retired , and m any are still
there.
"This is not what they want
to see happen to their community. All they want is a quiet
and peaceful place they can be
proud off, a nd feel safe walking around or just sitting outside."

January
12-21 201 2

10-Day Celebration
Heritage Gala, Free 2-Day Street
Festival and more·
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l1usday, Jaruary 12,2012
• Rnanclal Business Seminar
• Heritage Movie Night Q& A
(Dr. Ben Chavis)
• Marsha Ambrosius at Straz Center
for the Performing Arts
Friday, Januiry 13, 2012
• Heritage Evening Gala at Straz
Center for the Performing Arts
featuring Black VIolin
• Ska1B for Yoll' Uf8 Showcase and
Competition

Saturday, January 14, 2012
• 2-Day Heritage Street Festival
71lis lllo-day W88larltl Mill Is 1118 h8arl Wid 1W
o/1118~ 111eS111iet ~ 1ea1tns a
sii1QII o1 bca1 Wid natmsl tlliiJttBrniBnl as oor as
~ ~. (IJOdllllfaaftMlf)Qn

• Old School saturday:
Headliner - Rose Royce and other
local entertainment
• 5K Walk for
at
Street f11stlval
• Drum Circle at Street Festival
• Soul Roll Invitational

cancer

-f

SUnday, January 15,2012

n..say, January 17, 2012

• 2-Day Heritage Street Festival
• GospeVJazz S&nlay:
Headliner- Paul Taylor, Smooth
Jazz saxophonist ant! other local
entertainment
• 27th Annual National MLK, Jr.
Drum Major for Justice Drum

• Uvlng History Exhibit Reception
{"Crowns" by Michael
Cmningham)
• t1S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission

Une Extravaganza
• Soul Roll Invitational
• Henry B. Plant MUS8111l UPSTAIRS/DOWNSTAIRS at the
TAMPA BAY HOTS. teatmng. ..
Maggie Stroud, lall1dress, 1920
MaggielsallveJyllllf~II07l.WIIIIfiO hiiS

s saxy rr 1110 111 1!111 sboot fW1IOus J1USS1s at 1118
TaJ7¥)a Bay fbiBI bcMfng her flMriff, Slntl
IJemiJ8Irlt. As a{J(isonsi!OOii:( Mac~~.* hilS SIBI

some ol 1118 finer~ h 119. As frr 11181JX so ~
Slle has her asams nher ~ 11t1t ~a~p 11er
/"qJefu/. /Jdor Rose Blm plays /olawie SlrllUi

Monday, January 16,2012
• TOBA 32nd Annual MLK, Jr.
Leadership Breakfast
• Plant City MLK Festival
Freedom Walk
• 24th ~nual MLK, Jr. Parade
• 27th Annual National MLK, Jr,
Drum Major for Justice Dnun

w.cn.ta:r,January 18, 2012
• Firat 11me Homeowners/
Foreclosure Prevention Seminar
• Harttage leadership Ltmcheon
(Rev. Dr. Aoyd Rake)

Tlusday, January 19,2012
• Genealogy Brown Bag L1Dcheon
• USF I.Aicture Series
{Dr. Lamont Hill)
Ft1day, January 20,2012
• Heritage Gospel Ewnt Sl John
cathedra~ 34th

Street

• Fanta-c Official Album Debut &
Back In A Daze

satardaJ, January 21, 2012
• Saul's Juke Joint A Theatrical Musical ShoW
• Tears of Laughter ComedJ Show

Une Extravaga~
For more informalioo regarding times and locations tor ltlese
evenls, please go towww.VIsltTampaBay.com/TBBHF
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Honoring The leuacv 01
Dr. Martin luther Kino, Jr.
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ext week, the world will remember the life and
majesty of a member of America's truly historic
nobility. Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and his
contributions toward voting rights and civil rights for
Black Americans and in effect, · all Americans will live
again, speak again, and once more pinch a still-unsettled
American conscience.
Since his assassination in the grim year of 1968, Americans of all colors, cultures, and creeds have continued to
ask themselves, "What do we do next? What must we do
that will make a differ~nce in our communities and families and that will cause others to remember the smallstatured pastor with the God-sized voice and angelic
vision?
So, we ask you now, as you prepare to celebrate Rev.,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Day, what will you do to keep
hope alive? Or has all that Dr. King worked for and died
for become some dusty idea in seldom-read history
books?
Yes, we believe most Black people continue to be challenged to honor Dr. King. We believe it when we gaze
with pride at the sparkling new Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. Memorial. But we also believe we have more work to
do.
Therefore, we suggest a "FOUR THINGS TO DO TO
HONOR DR. KING IN 2012 UST. It includes registering
to vote, and voting in every election this year; joining and
supporting your local NAACP, and shopping and buying
from businesses that support the Black community.

..J~----------------------------------------------~
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AHistorv 01 Voter Suppression

T
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he National Republican Party will make Florida
its home for a time during the year of 2012. But
~
we wonder if the GOP is aw:are of the history of
this state regarding the history of roadblocks many of its
0 politicians placed in order to keep certain citizens from
Lt voting.
So, the recent lawsuit filed by the Florida League of
Women Voters, the Rock the Vote Group, and the Florida
Public Interest Research Group Education Fund, which
join other suits filed since the 2010 Republican-sponsored election prohibitions should come as no insult or
surprise.
What is being opposed is a law that puts severe restraint on groups who conduct voter registration drives.
Believing that this latest scare tactic-is the newest rendition of Jim Crow schemes to keep minorities, women, the
eldel'ly and the young from voting, the United States Attorney General Eric Holder has pledged to keep a close
eye on Conservative legislatures across America who try
to handcuff the right to vote by arguing that they are protecting voting rights for all.
Such political shenanigans remind us of the history of
Florida Legislative dirty tricks that stretch back to the
1876.
Having used such ploys as so-called "white priinaries,"
"poll taxes," "literary tests," "grandfather clauses" and
other sanctioned disenfranchisement tactics, the presidential election of 1876 was a vote-counter's fiasco, which
'lilt thrust Black Americans back to the edge of antebellum
w slavery. And now, Florida's new legislature would have
~ such a South to live again.
Florida is a "right to work"
a.; state. Let it also be a "right to vote" state as well.
W

0

a:

contain no pork and no
gamesmanship between parties. Americans could and
would accept such a law.
Under the current system,
America for years has just
spent money. This country
has spent money that it
didn't have and spent money
lancing the budget. This state
they had to borrow. This
has a law that requires the
country even borrows money
government to pass a bal· to give to or to spend on
anced budget every single
other countries.
year.
What most Americans
The Florida State Legisladon't give thought to is that
tive session starts this
the money we borrow costs
month. Legislators are reus a lot of money in interest.
quired to do only one thing
While
many Americans don't
and that is passing a balthink
about
that, they know
anced budget. They don't
how
paying
interest works
have to pass a single law,
and
they
know
that a large
issue any resolutions or do
part
of
the
scheduled
payanything else other than pass
ment
goes
to
interest
which
a balanced budget.
is oftentimes double and
On the federal level, the
triple the amount of the loan
problem with the Republican
balanced budget amendment . or the eventual payoff of the
loan.
proposal is that they want to
I encourage our congresload the bill up with a bunch
sional delegation to pass a
of garbage designed to benebalanced budget amendment
fit the wealthy. This is what
with no strings attached.
makes the bill bad and unac- .
Just pass a stand-alone receptable.
quirement for a balanced
Why can't a bi-partisan
budget amendment.
group sit down and draw up
In doing so, let us not turn
a bill that deals fairly and
a good thing into something
only with ·a balanced budget
bad.
amendment? The bill should

Something Good Made Bad

T

he Republican ·Party
has been pushing for
a balanced budget
amendment. Congressional
Democrats have opposed the
balance budget amendment
because the GOP has turned
something good into something that is bad.
This writer sincerely believes that a balanced budget
amendment would be good
for America.
In simple terms, the balanced budget amendment
required that a government
spend no more money than it
has during every year. In the
case of the .federal government, the bill will say if you
do it, lend it, give it or spend
it; you must pay for it during
the same year.
To do this would avoid big
budget deficits and grossly
reduce the need of the
United States to borrow
money
from
anybody.
Floridians are used to ba-

Blacks And Political Panies
sa youngster, I observed that registering to vote and voting
were important in our family. So, as soon as I reached
the age of 21, I happily registered to vote when I arrived
in Florida.
When I called my mother
to share the news that I was
a ·card-carrying registered
Democrat, only then did I
discover I was the only Democrat in my entire family.
When studying why so
many Black Americans were
members of the Republican
Party during Reconstruction
and the 1940's, so's, and
6o's, I found out that the
Radical Republican Party of
which President Abraham Lincoln was a member, had · fought for the
abolition of slavery during
the 185o's and 186o's. No
doubt, when Black people
gained the right to vote,
many ·of us joined the socalled "Party of Lincoln" because Lincoln had freed the
slaves.
Indeed, Blacks by the
thousands registered to vote
after the Civil War during the
period known as Reconstruction.
Nevertheless, during
the Civil Rights period of the

A

· 196o's, Democrats showed
themselves to be more supportive of voting rights and
equal opportunity for Black
people, women and other
minorities.
However, if Blacks had
known of some of the "backroom" wheeling and dealing,
which went on between Republicans and Democrats,
they probably would have
registered as Independents.
For example, one source
states that during the 1876
president election between
Rutherford B. Hayes and
Samuel J. Tilden, the disputed vote count was resolved
by
a
special
committee appointed by
Congress wherein Republi. cans outnumbered Democrats 8 to 7·
Consequently, all disputes
were, of course, decided in
favor of Republicans, and
Hayes won the presidency
of the United States.
At that time, Democrats
represented the overwhelming majority of white voters
in the South in response to
Republicans' support of freeing slaves. In return for.the
Democrats quietly accepting
Hayes' victory, the Republicans promised that Hayes

would remove military
troops (including Black
troops) who nad been providing protection for Blacks
in the South.
Republicans promised
that. the Hayes administration would cease enforcing
the 13th Amendment and
other civil rights laws. This
agreement became known as
the "Compromise of 1877,"
and would also ·signal the demise of the spirit of the Party
of Lincoln.
In essence, Republicans
would retain power in Washington while white racists
throughout America ·would
be given free reign and encouragement to oppress and
persecute .
non-whites
(Blacks, Native Americans,
Asians, European immigrants, etc.)
Hayes took office in 1877.
Troops were recalled and
Civil Rights enforcement
ended, and the rest was a
gruesome history of Ku Klux
Klan
terrorist
attacks,
elected Blacks expelled from
office, lynchings, beatings,
legal disenfranchisement,
poll taxes, segregation laws,
and a Jim Crow consciousness.
While the tables may have
turned during the latter part
of the 2oth century, unless
Black peQple vote, history
could very well repeat itself.
Tthe spirit of a mummified
racist South might "rise
again." '
Harambee!
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HOROSCOPES

Capricorn (Oec. 22-Jan. 19)- Build powerful partnerships before you get into a hectic business phase. Balance family and work with grace. Acknowledge someone (and yourself).
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)- Hit the floor running, and
complete all the wotk while you're most productive. There's
room for improvement. Let others do the stuff you're not so
good at.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)- There's no need to howl at
the moon (even though you may feel like letting off some
The Florida Sentinel "Around the
Attending the anniversary celebration
Town" photographer captured this trio at
steam). Use creative tactics to make necessary changes.
·of the Dymanic Social Club were: George
a local reception: Flora Dawson, Pete, Bur:.
Davis, Annie Davis and Earl Davis.
Aries (March 21-April19)- Get more done in less time
gue and Carolyn Miller.
without extra effort. It's that kind of easy. Bum off extra energy
outdoors. A quiet evening leads to gentle romanc'e.
Taurus (April2o-May 20)- Consider a friend's suggestion. You may need to spend a bit of cash. Follow the rules ex.:.
actly. The next two days are good for making changes at home.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)- Physical exertion lifts up
your spirits. Your concentration is extra keen. Find new places
to squirrel away nuts. Practice something you love.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Pour your energy into your
projects. Be like water: If you find an obstacle, then follow the
path ofleast resistance. Rest when tired. Take a comedy break.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)- Call in a favor. An older person
can be a big help today. Physj_cal exercise works wonders. Don't
forget your toothbrush. Your luck's about to take a tum for the
better.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Encourage another to succeed. Circumstances provide great opportunities. Don't start
before you're ready; review the plan. Keep your old agreements
M.· Morgan, Diana Singleton, Cozy Bailey, Frank Earl and Jada Earl were guests at the
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity picnic.
·
·
first.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) -You're at the peak of your creative game. Reject a far-fetched scheme in favor of a practical
.
solution. You're in the spotlight.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)- A Full Moon brings a certain
intensity today. You're ready for a different pace. Leave money
out of the equation. Look for a response that will change things.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)- Be patient with your instruction. Mentally list what you want to learn. Run your ideas _
up the flagpole. Check the money angle first. It's worth it.
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BOLD AND THE. BEAUTIFUL - Bill's newest lie puts
Liam in a difficult position; Ridge lays down the law after interrupting a tender moment between Hope and Lian1; Hope is
saddened when she realizes Thomas and Steffy put great effort
into preventing her and Liam from reuniting. Donna confesses
to Brooke her feelings about Nick; Beverly confides in Dayzee
about her burgeoning relationship with Rick; Nick serenades
Donna during open mic night at Dayzee's; Amber has a special
surprise for Rick. Amber presents a business plan to a skeptical
Rick; Pam asks Jackie if Nick is using her; Owen makes a heartfelt admission to Jackie; Pam plays a practical joke on Donna.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES - As Sami's guilt ways heavily on
her, a new task brings Will a wave of guilt all his own ; Kate and
Nicole become suspicious of people around them; Madison
tells Brady about her job offer. Will's blackmail attempt on EJ
blows up in his face when EJ turns the tables on him; Bo and
Hope continue to deal with their marital issues; Jack puts his
own demons aside and realizes Daniel's issues may be more
important than his own. Victor realizes when one door closes,
another opens; Chad and Abigail turn to unlikely sources for
relationship advice; Melanie makes a tough decision.
GENERAL HOSPITAL - Sam gets a call from Patrick
about Jason; Elizabeth makes Robin a promise; Sonny gathers
information about Jax. Anthony makes important preparations; Patrick overhears a conversation between Jason and
Robin; Sam feels alone. Carly asks Luke for a bargaining chip;
Helena is waiting at Wyndemere; Johnny makes a strange demand on Dr. Webber.
ONE UFE TO UFE- No Updates Available.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Nikki plays a dangerous
game with Deacon; Victor's plans surprise Sharon. Billy and
Victoria make a decision about Chelsea's baby; Katherine has
an offer for Neil. Nikki finds disturbing evidence against Deacon; Ronan seeks information about Diane's lover.

Mt. Pilgrim Church held a Martin Luther King Luncheon for its memvers and friends.
Pictured here are: Marealle Mitchell, Christine Paremore, Beatrice Williams, Rose C.
Brooks and Jackie Dupree.
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Black History Month was celebrated at Potter Elementary School with a program for the
students and the community. Some of the guests included: (seated) Vander Jacobs and Sh~
rie Daniels, (standing) Willis Bowick, Brenda Thompson, Prmcipal and Capt. Melvin Stone
of the Tampa Fire Department.
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IlPPI Binhdal To AReal Marine

Birthda_y Celebration

Rita Celebrates Birthdav At Manilla
. Family and friends gathered
at Manilla Live to celebrate

(Photos by

Robert was one of the guests
helping Rita celebrate her birthday.

RET. SGT. WARREN POWELL
January 11, 2012

The Powell family.
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"Freddrico" was at Rita's
party.
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Rita's
uncle,
Sherman
Stevens, came from Bartow to
help her celebrate.

John was at the birthday
gathering for Rita.
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Happy birthday to the
love of my life.
Jarvis.
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10th
Deadline:
WEDNESDAY, .FEBRUARY 1st
P.M. •·. .NO" EXCI=PTIONS!
.
." ....... .

They say that there is a first
time for everything. And Sunday marked the very first time
in 30 years of rooting for the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers that I
seriously considered changing
my allegiance to another team.
The loss to the Atlanta Falcons
was just that brutal.
I thought they reached the
pinnacle of ineptitude the
week before when they made
the Carolina Panthers' quarterback, Cam Newton, look like
a real life super hero. But, I
was wrong.
In a case of perfect timing,
they saved their absolutely
worst game of the season for
last by performing a clinic on
. offensive and defensive futility.
' It was so bad at one point that
I actually joined in on the
laughter with guys from
around the country who made
sport of ripping my team. To
be honest, I may have been the
one cracking the most jokes.
I couldn't believe that a
group of professional athletes
could look that bad during a
nationally televised game
while having the nerve to say
that they were, "playing for
their coaches job ...... " All I
could think after hearing that
was, "they must really hate his
guts."
When Monday morning
' came and it was announced
that Bucs Coach Raheem

·Morris had been fired, I
wasn't surprised at all. What
surprised me was that General
Manager. Mark Dominick
and at least 22 other players
weren't thrown into the dumpster with him.
Actually, if I were the Glazers, no one's job would have
been be safe. The Girl working
in the ticket window? She
would be packing her stuff up
too.
After all, Morris wasn't
alone in his sorriness. He may
not have been the best motivator or game planner in the
world. But, -the last time I
checked, coaches weren't paid
to tl1row, block, run, tackle or
catch. All of the things that
these so-called "youngry'' Bucs
seemed incapable of doing.
Of course, someone somewhere is bringing up the issue
of race concerning Morris'
dismissal, saying that he would
have been kept around longer
if he were white.
While that issue could be a
valid one, it's overshadowed by
his undeniably poor job performance this year. And when
you're an N.F.L. coach who
loses 10 back-to-backfootball
games in tl1e .manner in which
he lost them, it's hard for
someone like me to justifiably
point to racism as the culprit.
Quite frankly, Morris lost
his job because he wasn't good

at it. If I wrote the way he
coached, you wouldn't be seeing my ugly mug in the paper
either.
The thing is, he'll have
plenty of company in the unemployment line. Several
other coaches lost their jobs
this week as well. And some of
them were just as short
tenured as Morris, including
St. Louis Rams' coach, Steve
Spagnuolo and. Kansas City
Chiefs' ·coach, Todd Haley
who both happen to be white.
What-people forget is that
at the end of the day the N.F.L.
is a multi-billion dollar business. There is no loyalty, only
the bottom line.
When it comes to making
money, the only color they ultimately care· about is green.
And if you're not helping them
to fill their coffers, your butt,
whether it's black, white, blue
or purple, is expendable.
Should Morris have been
given more time to work out
the kinks? Maybe. But if it
were your millions at stake,
what would you do?
As a fan, I'm not disappointed at all in the change the
Bucs organization made, because after what I witnessed
this season, it would be very
hard for them to do any worse.
Anyone wanting to contact
Clarence Barr can reach
him at: Clarence Barr, II,
43110-018; Bennettsville
F.C.I.; P. 0. Box 52020;
Bennettsville, SC 29512;
or
by
email
at
clarence.barrz98®gmail.c
om. Reallty On Ice is © by
the Florida Sentinel Bulletin Publishing Company.
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Workshop Prepares Entrepreneurs
For Upcoming Convention

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
The National Institute for
Strategic and Tactical Planning, in partnership with the
Hillsborough County Branch
of the NAACP, will host a Professional Business Proposal
Workshop. It will take place
on Thursday, January
12th, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., at
the Children's Board of
Hillsborough
County,
1002 E. Palm Avenue.
Michael Randolph, CEO
of the National Institute for
Strategic and Tactical Planning
said, "The purpose of the workshop is to help businesses plan
for the upcoming conventions.
They will have an opportunity
to link up with those involved
in the Republican Convention
in August and profit as a minority business.
"We will help them to register with the city and county
as minority businesses. We will
also help those who are think-

MICHAEL RANDOLPH
CEO National Institute for
Strategic and Tactical Planning

ing about forming a business
with their business plans.
"Our goal is to have half of
the people who attend the
workshop to be able to identify
who is selling what and meet
these people to talk business.
Then, they can have everything
ready by August," Randolph
said.
Ms. Sharon Niblack,
~anager of the Hillsborough
County Branch NAACP Em-

powerment Center, said that
the NAACP is non-partisan organization and does not endorse any political party.
However, she said the organization encourages entrepreneurs to be prepared fot
any ventures that become
available.
"Anyone who wants to create a business and who is in
need of developing a business
plan should attend. Among the
many things they can learn is
how to make a profit by participating as a minority business."
During the workshop, they
will learn how to define markets; describe products, services, managerial structure,
organizational .structure, marketing and sales strategies.
Randolph said seating is
limited and anyone interested
in attending must obtain an invitation. For additional information contact Ms. Niblack
at (813) 234-8683, or Randolph at (813) 857-7657.

'OCCUPV Tampa' Group

Moves To West Tampa
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
Occupy Wall Street began
September 17, 2011 with a
handful of residents from the
bay area showing their support
and solidarity. They called for
a rally in Lykes Gaslight Park
in downtown Tampa in late
September, and that quickly
grew to almost 2,000 protestors marching through downtown.
·
On October 9, 2011, Occupy Tampa began its own occupation on the sidewalk in
front of Curtis Hixon Park, the
only public space the Tampa
Police Department would
allow them to exercise their
constitutional right to assemble peacefully and only under
extreme limitations.
After going through problems with law enforcement
and the arrest of several protestors, the group started looking fo'r another place to stage
their protests, and thanks to
Joe Redner, they were allowed to stay at the Voice of
Freedom Park on ~ain Street
and Albany Avenue.
One of the protestors,
Becky, said the relocation has
given them the opportunity to
spread the word through the
Black community of what they
are all about.
"Walking through the community and talking to people, I
discovered a lot of people
didn't know anything about
Occupy Tampa or what it was
all about. Once we explained to
them what we were doing, we
received an abundance of support."
Becky said there was a
lack of awareness in West

Aloha Kap·pa Alpha sororitv ~
To Uphold Dr. King's teuacv ~

In the spirit of promoting
peace, inspiring community
service and upholding Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
legacy, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority will lead two signature
events. They will take place on
January 15, the eve of the holiday in King's honor and on
January 16, the national day set
aside to celebrate King's birth·
day.
The events- America's Sunday Supper and the · ~artin
Luther King, Jr. Day of Service
- are aimed at providing a
forum to engage the community
in promoting dialogue to grapple with challenges that represent barriers to progress.
International
President
Atty. Carolyn House Stewart will preside over a Sunday
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ATIY. CAROLYN
HOUSE STEWART

... International President

Supper inTampa. Area chapters
have invited military personnel
from ~acDill Air Force Base to
the dinner as part of the Sorority's mission to benefit military
families.
Following the supper, the
chapters will convene a panel
discussion to engage in·a spirited dialogue on how to address
challenges the community faces.

Second Annuai•MtK Dar Celebration Planned
On Monday, January 16, 2012, the East Tampa Business & Civic
Association will host its 2nd Annual "Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day "T1
Celebration and Business Expo." This is a community event to cele- r0
brate the East Tampa community and showcase local businesses.
The event will be held at Cyrus Greene, 2101 E ~artin Luther King, ::c
c
Jr., Blvd., from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. There will be live entertainment, )>
food, local art, interactive games, commercial and community service (/)
vendors. The event promises something for the entire family!
m
Additionally, local businesses, crafters and eateries have been in- z
::f
vited to participate.
·
z
Alex Jordann, former ~p Station Radio personality, will m
serve as the Master of Ceremonies.
l
Anyone interested in obtaining more information should contact tD
c:
the East Tampa Business & Civic Association at (813) 248-3977.
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Occupy ~ampa group at the Voices of Freedom Park in West Tampa.

Tampa, but in the almost 90
days they've occupied the park,
the word is spreading and people are coming by to talk and
get more information.
"We're not trying to gain
the favor of politicians," said
Becky.
"We also know we're not
being taken seriously, but
we're not going anywhere."
An African American
woman and her daughter
stopped at the park to find out
what it was all about, and this
is what they had to say.
"When we found out what
they were all about, we decided
to get involved," said Loretta
and her daughter.
"They told us they were
protesting big government,
corporate America's control of
the government, and the injustices perpetrated by the government. We're all for that."
Becky said although their
top priority is the way government controls the country,
they also want the children to
have a chance.
"First, people must recognize there is a problem. To
help them with that recognition, education is the first step.

Next, we want to have people
look at the issues of what's
causing the problems in our
society."
West Tampa CDC Development ~anager, Michael
Randolph, said he's received
calls from a lot of people in the
community, and a meeting is
being set up for the Occupy
Tampa leaders to meet with
the West Tampa community
leaders.
"First, it would have been
nice for Joe Redner to let us
know he had allowed them to
use the park. But, the park is
private property, so there's
nothing we can do about that.
"We were going to do an
Occupy West Tampa protest to
bring attention to the neglect
and oversight the area has had
to endure. We want to make
sure the issues that are vital to
the West Tampa community
aren't pushed aside for this
movement. Their occupation
in West Tampa has been a big
distraction at this point. We
would like to see them help
bring assets into the West
Tampa community, and join
us in our fight to restore West
Tampa to its days of glory. "
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H.O.P.E. cen·ter
~ . Celebrates second
~
Anniversarv
~
N

~

W
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What started out as a
vision, became a reality two
years ago when the H.O.P.E.
Learning Center opened at
2902 East Lake Avenue.
The area was known as a
hangout for drug users and
sellers, and no new businesses or organizations had
dared to set up shop in the
area.
Pastor Daniel Dean,
who founded the H.O.P.E.
Center on 22nd Street,
thought the corner of 29th
Street and Lake Avenue was
the perfect location for a
learning center, and on
January 26th at 2 p.m., they
will celebrate their second

PASTOR DANIEL DEAN

anniversary.
The public is invited to
come out and join the celebration, and take a look at
the services the center offers.

A NIGHT OF WORSHIP FUNDRAJSER
Friday, January 13,2012
Featuring KEITH STATEN
(Formerly of Commlaaloned)

Temple of Praise
Apostolic Ministries International
2608 S. 86th Street, Tampa, Fl33619

Principal Determined To

Improve High School's Grade
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Last Wednesday, the
Florida Department of
Education released its list of
grades for high schools.
According to their report, 25
of 27 high schools in
Hillsborough County earned
a grade of A or B.
According to Stephen
Hegarty, spokesperson for
the Hillsborough County
Public School District said
Leto High School received a
"C" and Middleton High
School received a "D" grade.
W.h en contacted by the
Sentinel, Owen Young,
Principal of Middleton High
School said, "The fCAT
scores were a disappointment to us all, but as a
result, I, along with the
instructional staff of
Middleton, is more determined and eager to refine
our efforts in preparing and
building student capacity.
We also plan to improve the
instructional progr~m that
supports student academic
success.
"There have been many
bright spots and critical

the students have made
"learning gains" since last .
year.
Steve Hegarty,
spokesman
for
the
Hillsborough County School
District .said Middleton·. will
once again be placed on the
state's list and the district
· will be given the responsibil. ity of developing a plan to
improve its score.
Hegarty also said, "The
school is not c)osing. and
there is not going to be any
OWEN YOUNG
type of state takeover. We
Middleton High School
are going · to work with
Principal
Principal Young, the staff,
the students, and the coin.:
improvements made over
munity to improve the
the last three years at
school's grade. We know
Middleton that reflects a difhow to turn things around,
ferent picture than the areas
we just need a long term
the FCAT measures and capsolution," Hegarty said.
tures. It must be understood
Five schools, Brandon,
that the FCAT rubric capChamberlain, Steinbrenner,
tures a snapshot of the
Plant City and Spoto high
school's overall perforschools, earned "A" grades
mance. It's unfortunate for
for the first time. Spoto High
us that the FCAT measures
School showed a dramatic
areas that Middleton has
improvement raising its
historically struggled to congrade from -a "D" last year to
quer," Young ~aid.
an "A." Brandon -and
He also said that a more
Chamberlain High Schools
realistic picture of the ·
showed gradual improveprogress the school has
merits.
made is that the majority of

(Comer of Causeway Boulevard 6 8. 88th st.)

112 mile West of Hwy 301
-uMITED SEATING**
*Doors open at 8:30 pm•
*Admission $5.00*
For Information &. Tickets
Caii813-672-3946Food1Drlnka will be Available for Purchase

Gospel Anists Raise Voices,
And Stroke Awareness, In·
Nationwide Competition ·

FOR

dff6nuter
f!omeftiM :Z Koore
Into The
Gospel Ministry
~life: Sunday, January 15,2012

-

3:30P.M:

Hope of Shiloh
Community Church

T
·

Tampa, Florida 33610
(813) 236-8353
co

I thanic Christ Jesus our Lord, who l1aJ.b enabled
for';hat be counted me faithful, putting me into the
(!J r v J!ilioi'strir.

W

Elder Robert E.
Benu, Sr.
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ST. PETERSBURG, - The
Most Powerful Voices
singing competition begins
a new nationwide search for
gospel performers who are
eager to showcase their talents, compete for performing and recording opportunities - and help save lives.
The American Heart
Association/ American
Stroke Association·, GMC
TV, Roland Corporation and
Light Records announce the
annual online competition.
It's open to independent
artists, groups and choirs
who sing gospel, praise,
worship and holy hip-hop.
Signing up is easy. Just go
to power.watchgmctv.com
and upload a video or MP3
file between now and Jan.
27. (Participants must be at
least 18 years old.) Voters
have between now and Feb.
24 to vote for their favorite
artists. When people register to compete or vote, they
will receive lifesaving stroke
information.
The top 10 finalists will be

judged by gospel music
industry leaders such as former Destiny's Child singer
Michelle Williams and
James Robinson, the vice
president of Entertainment
One Gospel and president of
A&R, Light Records.
The win.n er will be
announced March 9 and will
receive numerous prizes,
including the opportunity to
perform at the American
Heart
Association/ American
Stroke
Association's
Power
Weekend in New York (One
lucky voter in the contest

also will win a trip to New
York for Power Weekend.)
· Most Powerful Voices is an
initiative of the American
Heart
Association/ American
Stroke
Association's Power To End
Stroke cause campaign.
Power To End Stroke reaches African-Americans with
stroke messages because of
their disproportion.ate
stroke risks compared to
other ethnic groups.
For more information and
to register for the contest,
visit power.watchgmctv&llil._
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communitv Stepping
Stones
Announces
-ID-lOg
Program
'ra
For lieens.

Community
Stepping
Stones, a non-profit creative
learning center offering afterschool arts workshops for
teenagers is now accepting
enrollment applications for
its winter-spring program.
The workshops, called
THINK Smart are open to
teenagers 13 to 20 years old
living in Sulphur Springs and
East Tampa. Students must
be available to attend 2 hours
of after-school programs at
least 4 days a week.
"There is no fee for the
THINK Smart program," said
Sigrid Tidmore Executive
Director of Community Stepping Stones.
"However to be accepted,
teenagers must demonstrate
their commitment to work towards both creative and academic goals. "
The innovative classes
offer young adults the opportunity to . experiment with a
wide variety of art techniques
under the guidance of professional artists. A special emphasis is placed on positive
behavior, critical thinking

and future planning. Youth
will take field trips, visit university level arts events, work
on group projects, and receive coaching from mentors.
Once students successfully complete the THINK
Smart program, they are eligible to participate in Community Stepping Stones art
enterprises. Both jobs reward
students
with
financial
stipends while they gain work
experience.
Interested students must
attend an open demonstration of art workshops on
Monday through Thursday
from 4 p. m. until6:30 p. m.,
January 9"'12 and January 1619. Completed registrations
must be received by January
19th. Eligible students will be
notified on Friday, January
2oth. After school classes
begin Tuesday, January 24,
2012.
For more information and
an
application,
VISit
www.CommunityStepping
Stoles.org/students; or call
(813) 932-1950.

Businesses .Can Use
CountJ's Small Business
Enterprise Program To
Register For 2012 RNC
The 2012 Republican National Convention (RNC) organizers are looking for
Hillsborough County small
businesses to supply goods
and services needed for next
summer's GOP convention in
nearly so categories, from
balloons to gift baskets to
tour services.
Hillsborough
County
.small businesses may register
for the 2012 Tampa Bay Host
Committee's Small Business
Network by applying and
meeting the qualifications of
Hillsborough County's Disadvantaged Minority/Disadvantaged Women Business
Enterprise and Small Business Enterprise (DM/DWBE
& SBE) Encouragement Programs.
In order to help Hillsborough County's small, minorand
women-owned
ity
businesses with the application process, the County's
SBIC will offer two workshops to assist with the application process. The following
workspqps will all , b~ .held at

the SBIC, 7402 N. 56th St.,
Building 400, Suite 425 in
Tampa.
Tuesday, January 10, 9 a.
m. -11 a.m.
* Thursday, January 12,3 p.
m. -sp. m.
Not every business that
submits an application will be
eligible for the program. Additionally, acceptance into
the Host Committee's Small
Business Network does not
imply a promise of procurement. Not all businesses in
the program will be awarded
business by the RNC or other
groups affiliated with the
convention. Log onto the
Host Committee's Small
Business Network Handbook
for a list of goods and services
outlined for use during the
convention.
Business owners with
questions about the Hillsborough County DM/DWBE &
SBE Encouragement Programs should contact Hillsborough County's Small
Business Information Center
. ~t (813) 9H ~4Q28~

Emergencv Manager Brings
Wealth Of Experience

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel .C ity Edit.or
For the past six months,
Preston Cook has been getting familiar with his position
as the Director of Emergency
Management for Hillsborough
County. But it didn't take long
for him to get an early introduction.
Within days of his arrival,
Cook went into action to help
families near a pipeline leak
evacuate. He has also dealt
with flooding because of inclement weather in the county.
Arriving in Tampa from
Orlando, Cook knows that
there are many new challenges
in his position. For instance, he
now must Concern hl.mself
Wl"th storm surges dur1"ng hurricane season. Orange County
never had to worry about that
problem because of its geographical location in the center
of the state.
Cook said most people associate his office with inclement weather or terrorist
attacks, but those are only two
areas that fall under his jurisdiction. However, in addition
to hurricanes, or terrorist attacks, his office goes into action when there is a gas leaks
that call for evacuati9n, flood-

. ~

challenge. There are many
good people in the emergency
arena.
Heearnedhisconfirmation
as a Certified Emergency Manager in 1998, from the Internationa}
Association
Emergency Managers.
2009, then Governor Charlie Crist awarded him the
Emergency Manager _
the Year Award.
In the event of a major
emergency such as a burncane, Cook's office would activate and become the lead
agency in charge. In other situations that do not affect a
large area, the respective city
agencies are activated, but he
remains on alert to provide assistance if necessary.
Cook said the most common problem with emergencies is getting the.information
to the people who most need it.
To that end, he plans to form
partnerships with various
community organizations in
addition to the American Red
Cross, and the United Way,
among others.
A native of Birmingham,
Alabama, he is married to
Mrs. Kimberly Cook and is
the father of three children: He
enjoys church outreach, mentaring, and racquetball. ·

PRESTON COOK

··· New Hillsborough County
Director of Emergency
Management

ing, tornadoes, or fires.
His office continues with
a
aft er t h e
th e recovery euort
.
d
di
h
perceive
saster as passed .
"We respond during the worst
. My offi ce h e1ps
case scenanos.
people on a daily basis. My role
is to make sure the citizens are
safe and that's what it's all
about."
After serving five years in
the U. S. Army, Preston
Cook settled in Orlando, in
1990. He obtained employment with the Orange County
in 1991 as the Director of
Emergency Management.
Twenty years and several
accomplishments later, Cook
said, "I have been tested in the
fire and I'm still up for the
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JUNIOR MAGIC BASKETBALL LEAGUE
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PARTICIPATION IN JUNIOR MAGIC INCLUDES:
• Skill improvement via weekly practices and live games
·A reversible Junior Magic jersey
·Certificate of Achievement
·And a FREE ticket to a Magic home game!
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(Additional dl~ounted tickets mbble for familY and 111enlb.l

CJ)
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league Dates:

Saturday. January 14 (Draft Day) -sarurday. March 2<4. 2012

Registration Deadline:
Playing Locatlon(s):

saturday. Jonu<lfY 28. ·2012
Wlbert Davis Boys & Girls Club, 3515 Sarah Street Tampa, FL 33605

Ages cH 4. coed. AI skJ1 levels welcome. t•NYRA~ ,.._K .Dlvbiori -also offered f~ ages 3-6)
$75 per player ($60 NYRA) . Financial a» !Stance a\lllllable for thole Who qu~.

Ages/Division Offered:
league Fee:

To register or for more Information, call or e-mail the league director al:
Dr, fill out the fonn below and send with payment to:

813-39l-2841 or jarroyo@s~nte~.org

The Sklls Center, 5470 E. ButCh 81Yd., SUite l~ Tampa, R.-~17

Additional League Details:
Draft Day 1 to be held on January 14" f9 a.m. forages 6-8. 10:30 a.m. tor ages 9-11, Noonforages12-1.C).
Draft Ooy 2 to be held on January 21" (same hOUI'$). RntGarM: Febt'u<l!Y :4, 201.2
·
For onln~ payments or to leam m_ore. plecne v&lt WWW.S!clscenteriCI1lDSj;Orp.

Player N a m e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ap: _ _ lirldt: _ _
Play•r Name:
Ap: _ _ Brede: _ _
Jersay Size:_ Youth Small (81 _Youth Medium !10..12)

_Adult Medium

_ Youthl.Jrp(14-18l _AduftSmaQ

-.Adult XXL

_ AdultXI.

_ Adult Larp

Parent/8uanllanM•me: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __:...__
MllllngAddms: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

City:
Phone:
Number of Players: _

'Stitt:-- Z i t i : - - - x$_ _ = - - -

E-Mall(reqlllrtd): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Type:_ Cheek _Motley Dnllr

...,_It

P1rent Signature:

--·----....

Dltt: - - - -

1\ll-llllsl<--'"-h.....W.-tftll'l"'
.............. """""-1~-..-..ciobot .. ....
.. -•""YIIIN,........IIIs-•IN--)nltk_.ll _ _ ...........................

..__.. -.... ·••:ctctoooo;o.••,.,.....,W...,_,,.O...,.,.
__ ., __ ...... ,...,._,...._n,
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1th Annual Soul Roll
~ Invitational Draws Skaters
~
From Around Countrv
>-
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The Soul Roll Invitational
will be held here in Tampa
January 13-16 , 2012 at
Skateworld, 7510 Paula Dr. in
Town and Country.
Soul Roll Invitational is an
official event partner of the
Tampa Bay Black Heritage
Festival series of events.
The Invitational is annual
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Weekend celebration. This
year marks the 10th year
annivers a ry of the Sunday
Night Soul Roll , a Tampa
roller skating session that
gave mostly urban African
American adults a place to
dance in a alcohol and drugfree environment.
Soul Roll attendees will visit
the Bay area from Los
Angeles, Chicago, New York,
Boston and many other U. S.
cities.
The public is, invited on
Friday, January 13th to
attend the live taping of
"Skate for Your Life. " This
showcase and competition is
equivalent to Dancing With
The Stars and So You Think
You Can Dance. The general
public wilJ be the judge.
On Saturday, January 14th,
the "Night of Legends" is the
opening night skating event
that will take place from 11 p.
m. to 3 a. m. Nearl y 100
skaters ranging in age 21 to
65 years old from Metro
Detroit will be present to
exhibit their Moto}Vn signature skate style. Musical guest
DJ Ken Smalls from

Skateland of Detroit will be
the host.
On Sunday, January 15th,
the Sunday Night Soul Roll is
the weekend's m ain event
and will feature a Roll Call of
skaters from around the
country from 10 p. m. to 2 a.
m. Dueling DJs Nile of New
Jersey and Arson of New
York City will serve as
Masters of Ceremonies.
For more information, call
(813) 445-3884 or email
oursk8on@gmail.com, or
visit getyoursk8on .wordpress.com.
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Hillsborough Countv,
CountvCoun
Judicial vacancv

The Thirteenth Circuit
Nominating
Commission announces a
0 vacancy on the Hillsborough
~ County County Court created by the appointment of
Judge Nick Nazaretian to
the Circuit Court. The
Commission is now accepting applications for one

~ Judicial

a:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

county court judge position.
Applicants must be residents
of Hillsborough County, registered voters and members
of The Florida Ba r for th e
past five years.
Questions should be
directed to Ed Gerecke at
(813) · 229-4306
or
egerecke@carltonfields.com.

Prevention & Education;,.-'111~
Extractions
Cro.wns & Bridges
Dentures
Partials
Root Canal Therapy
Repair & Relines

*Gold Crown (ReaQ
Available
. *Patient Relaxation

west Tampa Man wants
Pharmacv In Communitv

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

Huey Johnson grew up in
the West Tampa and 'Tampa
Heights communities during
a time when desegregation
was settling in, and African
American communities were
changing all over the city.
"When I was 16, I wanted to
make a difference in my community, I, along with 10 other
students, filed a class action
suit against the Board of
Education to protest the
Literacy" Test Program .
Although we won, the deci- .
sion was reversed on an
appeal. But, the precedent
had been set, and eventually
they changed the way the
testing
was
done. "
Johnson, along with the
late Anthony Blackmon,
·founded the West Tampa
Cultural "Society with the goal
of bringing economic growth
to West Tampa.
"We also created mentoring
programs for the youth, along
with retail and food service

HUEY JOHNSON

businesses.
"In 2008, I suffered a stroke
that affected my vision. Just
prior to that, we created the
Main Street Music Festival,
carnivals, and sponsored
charitable events for Sickle
Cell of Tampa, and the
defunct Tampa Urban
League."
Johnson said his vision of
West Tampa is to put a pharmacy back in the area.

"Several years have passed
since Eagle Drugs closed on
Howard Avenue. Since that
time, residents in the area no
longer have the convenience
of walking to the drug store,
because there isn't one close
to this community.
"We think the addition of a
major pharmacy would open
the door for either retail businesses to come to Wet
Tampa. We are committed to
do whatever it takes to make
this a reality."
Johnson said he knows
people still come to West
Tampa, because the streets
are packed on the weekends.
"We want those same
patrons to get ·involved in
rebuilding West Tampa. We
want a major fast food restaurant to open in the area, and
that will attract others and
provide a lot of jobs. We
believe in action, not talking."
The Main Street Cultural
Society is a not-for-profit
group, and they Will be sponsoring several events.

Banquet Benefits Shaping Todav'·s
Youth Into Tomorrow's leaders
On J anuary 14, 2012, the
Institute of Life and Learning,
Inc. will host its 5th Year
Anniversary Banquet. The
banquet will be held at
Embassy Suites , 3705
Spectrum Boulevard, Tampa
(33612).
This banquet will celebrate
the accomplishments of this
blossoming organization and
raise funds to support new
and future programs.
It is the mission of The
Institute to foster pride, unity
and leadership skills within
Tampa 's inn e r city youth.
Institute participants range in
age from 8 to 17. They meet

several times each month to
learn their history, the importance of giving back to their
community and bond with
their peers and mentors.
Also, they assume leadership
positions within the organization including assisting with
the planning of this banquet.
Proceeds from the event will
facilitate the growth of The
Institute's progi-ams that are
already in existence and to
launch programs, such as the
tutoring progran1, community
seminars , and health program. Those who give will
also help the organization to
acquire a permanent home to
fulfill the vision and mission.

Additionally, during the
program there will be a silent
auction of several special
items.
.
To purchase tickets to t:lie
banquet
please
visit:
http: //lifeandlearning.eventb
rite.com/ or by contacting a
mentor with the organization .
A complimentary ticket to
the 5th Year Anniversary
Banquet will be given to those
who contribute $so or more.
For more information
regarding this event or the
organization, please contact
Khaliah Fleming at (813)
50 7-6912 or Simone
Brookins at (813) 857-6862.

State

FAIU Board Of Trustees Approves·
Creation Of Independent Comm.inee _
To Seek wavs To End Hazing
TALLAHASSEE ; FL Florida A&M University
(FAMU) Board of Trustees
Monday approved the creation of an independent committee to examine the problem of hazing and ways to
eradicate it from campus life.
The committee is part of a
broader plan adopted by the
FAMU Board of Trustees ,
which would also establish an
on-campu s m e morial to
Robert Champion and a
scholarship in hi s name.
Champion, a student and

member of FAMU's Marching
100 band , died after an
alleged hazing incident in
November 2011.
"The FAMU Anti-Hazing
Committee will be forwardlooking and will be charged
with seeking solutions to hazing, " said Board of Trustee
Member Belinda Shannon.
"It will look at how other
institutions addressed hazing
problems and examine what
has worked. It will also look
at how to best get students to
resist hazing."

. The FAMU Anti-Hazing
Committee will consist of five
members who are recognized
experts in matters relevant to
the issues associated with
hazing and who are independent of FAMU. Shannon
will coordinate the Board's
effort over the next 30 days to ·
build the committee and
establish details of its scope,
operation, timelines and
expected results, all of which
will be shared with the Board
of Trustees ,at its February
meeting.
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Alumni Give Back To The High School !
That Helped Build Their Dreams
i
......

Schools are charg~d with
providing valuable lessons
and experiences to students.
Some schools do this very
well. Howard W. Blake High
School for the Performing
Arts will soon reap the benefits of the experiences that
have been provided to one of
its students.
Two talented and inspiring youth, DeeJay Young
(Singer/Performer)
and
Marc1,1s Borders (Choreographer/Dancer), had a
dream. They both entered
Blake High with a vision, and
left with the vision still clear;
graduating in 2008.
The two young men had a
passion for performing.
Young was like a sponge.
He took all of the lessons,
guidance and instructions
given to him and developed
his music and writing skills
into a burst of freshness and
positive energy that has
spread through the younger
generation like wild fire.
Young is now a performer at Disney's Hollywood Studios in the show,

DEEJAY YOUNG

MARCUS BORDERS

"Disney Channel Rocks," he
has also been recogniz~d by
the NAACP ACT-SO for Excellence in Contemporary
Vocal Performance. His own
music carries messages of
hope, determination, living
the dream, achievement and
success.
He cheers today's youth
on with advice to stay strong,
remain positive and pursue
their dreams.
Borders utilized his

dance training at Blake High
School to transform his body
into a moving, speaking,
breathing form of art. Aft~r
having graduated, he has had
the opportunity to tour with
major record labels, choreograph for various institutions
in the Tampa Bay area, such
as the University of Tampa.
He has also won several
awards; one of the most
prestigious, being recognized
by the NAACP for his

Achievement in Dance at
NAACP ACT-SO Competition. He has also been active
in helping youth who aspire
to dance make their dreams
a reality in the Tampa Bay
area.
Now, the two have come
together to present "One
World: Save the Arts Explosion!", a two-night Benefit
Concert for Blake High
School on Wednesday and
Thursday, February 8 an.d 9,
2012, at 7:30 p. m. at the
Blake Performing Arts Don
Thompson Theatre. The
show will feature special
guest artists from the Tampa
Bay area and-other surprise
guests.
Deejay Young will
swoon the audience with
performances from his various works at- his opening _
night Music Concert being
held on Feb. 8, and Marcus
Borders will captivate his
audience with his finale
Dance Concert being held
Feb. g." Proceeds will go to
Blake High School Arts Department.

Tickets: Students w/ID
$5, General Public $10 in advance, $15 at the door. VIP
$20, includes both concerts
and dinner for
night.
-For more
please contact
Young at 813-401-9731.
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Correction
The photo that appeared in the December 2011 edition of the
homicides for the year
of John Singleton, Jr.
was incorrect.
Below is the correct
photo of John Singleton, .Jr.
-
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Prince Hall Shriners
Distribute Holidav Food
Baskets And Clothes

Tampa Housing
Authoritv Hosts
Christmas Partv For
Senior Residents
The Tampa Housing Authority hosted a holiday" party at the
Marriott Waterside Hotel for the senior residents of Bethune and
J . L. Young Hi-Rise apartments. The Kuumba Dancers were
among the program participants and Randall 'C' provided
music. (Photos by Lom:ax Mcintyre)
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L toR kneeling, Nobles Dernck Gaiter and Charles Luck. Second row L to R is PP George
Wallace m, Noble Anthony Holloway, PP Earl Haugabook, Noble Byron K. Johnson, PP Ronnie C. Souter, Noble Tony Downing, Noble Belton Moody, and PP Elliott E. Pyles. Third Row,
L toR is HPP Maurice Cheatham, PP Michael Dozier, Noble Andrew Bennett, Noble Arthur
Jacobs, Noble Lesley "Les" Miller, Jr., Noble Chad James, Noble Oris Broxton ~d Nobl.e
Adrian Blount.
·

More than 25 Nobles
w from Harram Temple No.
::l
1- 23, Inc. Prince Hall Shriners
joined together on Saturday,
>
a: December 17, 2011 to assemw
> ble and distribute 40 holiday
w
c food baskets to families who
w were less fortunate this year
:I:
en under the leadership of out:::; going Illustrious Potentate
m Noble Ronnie C. Souter.
::l
£L
In addition, the Nobles of
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the Mystic Shrine conducted
their Annual Charity Clothes
Closet Distribution Program. New and used donated clothes/shoes were
distributed to those who
were in need during the holiday season. These two
events were part of the
Prince Hall Shriners Holiday/Christnias Charity Program.

Noble Anthony Holloway served as Chairman for the Holiday Christmas
Basket Program and Noble
Belton Moody served as
Chairman for the Annual
Charity Clothes Closet Program. Harram Temple No.
23, Inc. Prince Hall Shriners
is a 501(c) (3) organization.
The
reporter
P~ ·
Michael Dozier #23.

Housing
Authority
CEO/President Jerome Ryans,
center, with Idelisa Olivera
and Rogelio Rielo.

Willie Jackson also attended the party.

Glorv To Glorv
Ministries Tov
Give-Awav
Glory To Glory Ministries held a toy give-away at the Central
City YMCA. Bishop Aubrey Shine is the pastor. (Photos by
Julia Jackson)
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Jatoya Glover received gifts from Glory To Glory Ministries: Pastor Ben Jones, Papino Loyd, Sr. and Marion Green.
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Daughters 01 Elks. Pre-New Year's Eve Celebration ?<
. Christmas Panv
The "Fab 5", a reknown Jamaican band, were the performing guests at Skippers for the PreNew Year's Eve celebration. (Photos by Julia Jackson)

The Daughters of Elks held their Christmas Party at the Elks
Lounge. (Photos by Julia Jackson)

Linda Williams at the
Daughters of the Elks
Christmas party. .

Cheryl Collins _at the
Daughters of the E lks
Christmas event.

Mother and daughter enjoy an evening with the Daughters of
' the Elks: Beatrice Garrett and Cax:!Den Henry.
Robert was at the Pre-New
Year's Eve Party.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael (Jackie) King.
Shayla

The Purple Passion Ladies Auxiliary attended the Christmas
party: Doris Cannon, Thelma Stafford, Pat Pitt, Alberta Harris
and Vaulardene Rouse.

SoundmanJR

Mr. and Mrs. Mark (Cheryl) Bedwell at the Pre-New Year's
EveParty.
....
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Ali Returning Home
To Louisville For
10th Binhdav.

New Selmon
Eateries Planned

LEE ROY SELMON

The Greatest: Ali looks down on Sonny Liston after knock- ·
ing him out in the :f:i.i-st round in 1965.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The
;;: Muhammad Ali Center is
c planning a 70th birthday
0: bash for the former heavyLL weight champion in his
~ hometown of Louisville.
< The party will highlight a
;;: series of events in Ali's
C hometown to mark his 70th
birthday on Jan. 17.
·
Ali plans to attend the
> Jan. 14 private birthday
party that will include din-

ffi

i=
ffi

ner, entertainment and
speeches. Ali Center spokeswoman Jeanie Kahnke
said Saturday that Ali will
be surrounded by old
friends, including.longtime
trainer Angelo Dundee.
Kahnke said Ali and his
wife, Lonnie, are looking
forward to returning for the
celebration. They have
homes in Arizona, Michigan
and Louisville.
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Sidesteps Vegas
Jail Until June

::l

m

FLOYD MAYWEA1HER JR.

LAS' VEGAS- A judge
agreed Friday to postpone a
jail se~tence against Floyd
Mayweather Jr. in a Las
Vegas domestic violence
case, allowing the undefeated boxer to make a Cinco de
Mayo fight against an as-yet
unnamed opponent.
The ruling by Justice of

the
Peace
Melissa
Saragosa
to
allow
Mayweather to begin his
90-day stint on June 1 came
with the fighter's manager
and supporters, including
rap star Lil' Kim and R&B
artist Ray J, in the courtroom as a defense lawyer
cited the economic boost
that Las Vegas could get
from the bout.
Mayweather, meanwhile, waited in the lobby of
a nearby building to hear
whether Saragosa would
make him immediately
begin serving the threemonth sentence she
imposed w~ep the boxing
champion pleaded guilty
last month to a charge that
he attacked his ex-girlfriend
while two of their children
watched in September 2010.

After contemplation with
the family of Lee Roy
Selmon, the Buccaneer '
hall-of-farner who died in .
September, the company
running restaurants under
his name is ready to start
opening new locations
again.
That's one of several
updates fro·m Chris
Sullivan, a founder of
Tampa-based Outback
Steakhouse, member of the
board of OSI Restaurant
Partners and partner in
MVP Holdings, which
operates· the barbecue
restaurants named after
Selmon.
The next Selmon location will be in a former
Giordano 's restaurant in
Brandon on Causeway
Boulevard, opening possibly
in Autumn 2012.

Tiger Woods'
Ex Demolilsh
$12M Mansion

Former Buccaneers
Coach Morris Meeting ·
With Vikings ·
The demand for former
Tampa Bay Buccaneers head
coach Raheem Morris
appears to be growing.
A day after he reportedly
met with Washington
Redskins officials to talk
about a job on their staff,
Morris was on his way to
Minnesota to meet with the
Vikings about a possible
position there.
. The
report,
cited
unnamed team and league
sources, said Morris may
be in line for a tgp-level post,
either a defensive coordinator's job or an assistant head
coach/ defense position.
Morris was fired by the
Bucs on Monday. after he

RAHEEM MORRIS

completed· a three-year run
as head coach in which the
-Bucs were 17-31 overall,
including 10 straight losses
to end the 2011 season.

Paralvzed Prep Football
Plave·r, Dies A121
Rocky Clark's mom·
doesn't want her son to be
remembered as a sympathetic figure, even though he
spent the last 11-plus years
of his life as a quadraplegic.
"I want him to be remembered as a fighter," Annette
Clark said Thursday
evening. "Playing football,
baseball, track and field. ·
"He still wanted to go to
college . ... and (remember
him for) trying to help others. I want him to be remem-

ROCKY CLARK

bered like that."

Charles Barklev Caught
On Tape Joking ·About
Weight Watchers
\

ELIN NORDEGREN

After receiving roughly
$100 million from ex-husband and golf icon Tiger
Woods in a divorce settlement, Elin Nordegren can
pretty much do whatever
she wants. That much is now
apparent as she or~ered the
demolition of a brand new
$12 million Florida mansion.
N ordegren had the
home leveled and will now
hire an architect to build her
dream home. The move is an
ironic twist of fat e as sh e
came to fortun e thanks to
the home.

. The man once known by
the nickname "The Round
Mound Of Rebound" has
been waging a very public
battle against his waistline.
As a celebrity endorser of
Weight Watchers, NBA Hall
of Farner and TNT commentator Charles Barkley has
sung the weight loss program's virtues during a
nationally-televised ad campaign.
Caught on a live microphone 9-uring the first quart e r of Thursday night ' s
Miami Heat vs . Atlanta
Hawks broadcast , though,
Barkley offered a different
take, calling th mon y he
earns from the endor ement ·

CHARLES BARKLEY

a "scam" while· joking with
Reggie Miller and Kevin
Harlan oi'f the ,air ..
In fairness , he was comparing it to the relatively
ea y money he makes as an
NBA analyst.

TIMTEBOW

-

The Denver Broncos' victory over the Pittsburgh
Steelers on Sunday turned

into a nice payoff for quarterback Tim Tebow in
more ways than one.
Tebow has an escalator of
. $250,000 in his contract for
each playoff win and 70 percent playtime during the
requisite season.
Being that he played 73
percent of the plays this season, Tebow cashed in on a
quarter-million salary escalator for Sunday's 29-23
overtime victory and could
earn another $250,000 with
another victory Saturday
night at New England
against the Patriots.

Jets' Tomlinson Tells
Radio Station He Is
Considering Retirement

LADAINIAN :I'OMLINSON

NEW YORK:..._ Jets running back LaDainia~
Tomlinson ha~ told a San
Diego radio station that he is
considering calling an end to
his n-year NFL career.

The 32-year-old Tomlinson said he is "contemplating retirement."
_
The running back said he
had told his agent and
coaches of his position, saying that chasing a championship would b e his main
motivation to return.
Tomlinson, a likely Hall
of Farner, finished the season with 280 yards rushing
and 449 yards receiving and
three touchdowns in his second season with the Jets.
The former Chargers star
became a leader on a team
that failed to make the playoffs after beginning ·the season with championship aspirations.
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ROMEO CRENNEL

KANSAS CITY, Mo. -- The
Kansas Ci"ty Chiefs .made
Romeo Crennel the permanent head coach on Monday
after h e led the floundering
· team to a pair of wins late in
the season.
Crennel had been the
interim coach and the leading
candidate. to replace Todd
Haley, who was fired last
month.

813) 248-1921
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Hines Ward Mav
Soon Announce
Retirement

"The Voice of Our Community
_Speaking for Itself,

1~~

'Tl

· HINESWARD

Pittsburgh Steelers wide
receiver, Hines Ward is
expected to announce his
retirement soon. ·
Ward, 35, finished the season with 46 receptions for
381 yards and two touchdowns in 15 games for the
Pittsburgh Steelers. 2011
marked the first time that the
Pro Bowl receiver lost his
spot as a starter for the
squad.
If Ward's career is over, he
finishes it with 1000 career
receptions for 12,083 yards
and 85 touchdowns. Over the
course of 15 seasons, all with
Pittsburgh,
Ward was named to four
Pro Bowls, and earned Super
Bowl MVP honors in 2005.
His best season carne in 2002
when he hauled iiln2 receptions for 1,329 yards and 12
touchdowns.
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It's always amazing how a new face brings
so much attention, because since we fea~
tured Cara Chi the first time as our Beauty
Unlimited feature, you've requested to see
her again and again. The 5'5" Sagittarian is a
native of Tampa and her hobbies are shopping, going to the movies, and spending
time with family and friends. She 'also enjoys
modeling. Cara Chi is currently majoring in
pre-dental with dreams Of becoming a dentist. Her philosophy of life is: "The best
things in life are free, and living is enough
for me." The man in Cara Chi's life must be
confident, independent, and her very own
super hero. Many propers to Cara Chi for
returning as our Beauty Unlimited feature.
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If you're Interested In being in the Beauty Unlimited or
Spotlight, please send your Information and photo, includIng a contact number to: lcrews@flsentlnel.com.

I NFl2012 Plavon Schedule I
Saturday, Jan. 14
Saints vs. 49ers -4:30- PM Fox ,
Broncos vs. Patriots -S:oo PM CBS
Sunday, Jan. 15
~Texans vs. Ravens - 1:oo PM CBS C)
m
....
Giants vs. Packers - 4:30 PM FOX U1

~
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Bevonce And Jav-z

Welcome ABabv Girl

Rihanna Named

m~::tr:!~~~~er

Jason Derulo Fractures

Neck And Cancels Tour

NEW YORK-- Beyonce

~ and J ay-Z welcomed a

~

daughter Saturday night in
New York, the little one's arrival coming via scheduled
::> C-section.
1And the pop 'n' hip-hop
princess' name? Drumroll,
please ...
Blue Ivy Carter! (At
least that's what Jay-Z is
telling pals at this point the couple's reps have not
immediately responded to
calls seeking comment.)
Friend and music mogul
·Russell Simmons was
among the first to celebrate
the arrival, tweeting the new

c

ffi

JAY-Z And BEYONCE
parents: "congrats to my
good friends Beyonce and
Jay-Z."
Rihanna gave baby Blue
a warm welcome, tweeting:
"Welcome to the world
Princess Carter! Love
AuntyRih."

Firstladv Michelle Obama Makes
Appearance On Nickelodeon's 'iCarlv'
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First lady Michelle Obama Oeft) will guest star on
'iCarly' with Miranda Cosgrove.
Teen star Miranda Cosgrove says she usually does
not get nervous about taping
episodes of her Nickelodeon
comedy, "iCarly," but that
changed when First Lady
Michelle Obama made an
appearance on the show.
The 18-year-old Cosgrove says the idea of having Mrs. Obama on the set
made her "nervous," but the
first lady was approachable
and is a "nice, pretty normal
person."

Nickelodeon and the
White House are joining
forces to bring awareness to
the ways kids can support U.
S. military families. "iCarly"
is a good fit for Mrs.
Obama to make an appearance because Cosgrove's
character is the daughter of
an Air Force colonel who is
serving overseas.
The episode of "iCarly"
featuring the first lady will
air Jan. 16 (Martin Luther
King Day).

JASON DERULO

RIHANNA

. Rihanna's run at the
record books continues un-·
abated, as the "We Found
Love" singer has been named
by Nielsen SoundScan as the
top-selling digital artist ever.
The Talk That Talk diva
has moved an incredible 47·5
million digital downloads
since bursting onto the scene
in 2005, giving her a comfortable lead over secondplace Black Eyed Peas,
who have career digital sales
of 42-4 million. Eminem
trails BEP by just 100,000
for third place with over
42.29 million in saies. Lady
Gaga and Taylor Swift
came in at fourth and fifth,
respectively, with career digital sales of 42.08 million and
41.82 million.
Katy Perry, Lil Wayne,
Beyonce, Kanye West and
Britney Spears round out
the top 10.

DMI-- Anacked on
Stage, But Doesn't
Miss ABeat

lil wavne Drops S30K On
Strippers At King 01 Diamonds
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MIAMI -- Selling a million
copies of your album its
debut week not once but
twice, like Lil Wayne, affords you plenty of discretionary income.
.
Weezy took a gang of
cash to the King of Diamonds
Gentleman's Club in Miami
(the same place Baby celebrated his birthday) this past
Monday for "Fight Night,"

when the strippers don boxing gloves and wail on each
other, to the crowd's delight.
The YMCMB kingpin was so
impressed with the winner
that
he
tipped
the
dancer /boxer a big stack of
one thousand $1 dollar bill~.
According to sources, Lil
Wayne dropped a cool
$30,ooo while he was in the
spot for a few hours.

Jason was practicing an
acrobatic move and he
landed directly o'n his head,
suffering an acute fracture to
his vertebra. After being ·
rushed to the hospital in
Miami, he was told that he
could have been paralyzed.
Luckily, that didn't happen,
instead he will have to wear
a neck brace for a few
months.

Angela And Vanesa
Simmons Owe IRS S450K
It's
reported
that
Vanessa, 28, and Angela
Simmons, 24, daughters of
rapper Rev. Run of Run
DMC, owe nearly half a million dollars in back taxes.
The sisters collectively
owe nearly $450,ooo to the
federal government and the
state of California.
Beginning in March, several liens were issued against
Vanessa in the amount of
$224,568 and Angela for
$186,372.
According to the IRS's
site, a federal tax lien gives
the government "a legal
claim to property as security
or payment for a tax debt."

ANGELAS~ONSAND
VANESSAS~ONS

The debt amount is kept
public in the lien until the
· debt is paid in full.

Wiz Khalila Sued For $2.3M
Over 'Black And Yellow· Song

0

LIL WAYNE And BIRDMAN

Singer Jason Derulo has
fractured his neck and is canceling his tour and all promotional dates.
The 22-year-old singer injured his neck while rehearsing for his upcoming world
tour for his album Future
History. The tour was expected to kick off in Glasgow
on Feb. 23, but sadly that
won't be happening.

·A crazed fan got his hands
around DMX's throat for a
split second at a concert in
Long Beach ... and it was all
caught on tape.
X was performing at the
Cafe Sevilla in Long Beach ...
and was just about to start
his second song when some
fan hopped on stage and attacked the rapper.
Security rushed right in -and put the stage intruder in
a monster choke hold -- then
wrangled him off the stage.
The DJ briefly stopped the
music during the melee ...
but X immediately ordered
him to get back to spinnin'.

PHILADELPHIA
A
Pittsburgh rapper is suing
hip hop star Wiz Khalifa
for $2.3 million over allegations that he stole the hit
song "Black and Yellow."
Max Warren performs
under the stage name Maxaniillion. He says Khalifa's chart-topper "Black
and Yellow" was lifted from
his own song "Pink N Yellow."
Warren says he copyrighted "Pink N ·Yellow" in
2008 and Khalifa copyrighted "Black and Yellow"
in 2011.
The copyright infringement lawsuit was filed in federal court in Philadelphia
and seeks at least $2.3 million in damages. It names

WIZKHALIFA
Khalifa, whose real name is
Cameron Jibril Thomaz,
two ·other songwriters and
several record companies
and music publishers.
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Nick Cannon Moved From Aspen To

lA Hospital After Mild Kidnev Failure
NEW YORK-- Nick Cannon has been transferred to
a Los Angeles hospital to
continue treatment for "mild ·
kidney failure."
His representative says
the 31-year-old Cannon was
moved Wednesday after receiving treatp1ent in Aspen,
Colo., where the TV personality and his wife, Mariah
Carey, had been vacationing.

NICK CANNON

will.i.am

ways to make it out the hood
than sports and entertainment.

Jav-z·s 40/40 Denied
HipHopBlog has learned
that hip hop mogul Jay-Z's
bid to put a 40/40 Club in
th.e Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta International Airport
has been denied. Atlanta's
city council decided against
the venture and voted it
down after 9 hours of debate.
It has been suggested that
prospects for Jay's Atlanta
40/40 Club were already
dim; as it was not recommended by the office of
Mayor Kasim Reed. This,
despite the fact that Jay-Z
spent .significant time with
Reid as he lobbied for the
contract.
Jay announced the proposed venture early in 2011.

JAY-Z
It should be noted that fellow
hip hop star Ludacris revealed that he will be open- .
ing his own restaurant,
Chicken & Beer, at Hartsfield
Jackson. The airport is the
busiest in the world.

Man Stabbed For Not Knowing
Bevonce And Jav-z Were Married
A Cleveland man was arrested after a stabbing that
resulted from an argument
over whether Beyonce was
married to rapper Jay-Z.
Parma Police Dept. Det.
Marty Compton said
Ronald Deaver, 31, and
another man began arguing
when the alleged victim said
he didn't know that Beyonce and Jay-Z were married.
The 41-year-old victim,
who has not been identified,
was stabbed and taken to a
local hospital soon after. He

LOS ANGELES -- Etta
James' longtime friend, and
manager, Lupe De Leon
says the singer has been released from a Southern California hospital and is back at
home with her family.

James was released
Thursday afternoon, just a
few days after the terminally
ill singer's condition improved enough for her to be
removed from a breathing
machine . .
ETTA JAMES

will.i.am lau_.ching Car
Companv Called IAMAUTO
will.i.am of the Black
Eyed Peas is another MC
working his way toward billionaire- status on the low.
Forever
evolving,
will.i.am has been working
on developing a .new car
called IAMAUTO.
The Black Eyed Peas
frontman debuted the vehicle on The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno. The auto was
developed to help create jobs
in his old Los Angeles neighborhood. See, there are more

Ena James Released From Hospital

RONALD DEAVER

is listed in good condition.
Deaver fled the scene but
was arrested soon after and
charged with felonious assault.
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IN
MEMORIAM

MR. HENRY JOSEPH
MONTGOMERY
(a.k.a., BROTHER)

EDDIE J. SMITH, SR~
1-10
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Homegoing services for Mr.
Henry Joseph Montgomery
(a.k.a., Brother) of Tampa, who
passed away on Friday, January
6, 2012, will be held on Friday,
January 13, 2012, at 10 a. m. at
Allen Temple A. M. E. Church,
2101 Lowe Street, Rev. Michael
Buie, pastor, officiating. Interment will be in Florida National
Cemetery, Bushnell, FL.
Henry J9sepb Montgomery
(a.k.a., Brother) was born on
May 26, 1930, in Greenville, FL,
to Will and Epcie Montgomery.
He
was
educated
in
Greenville Public Schools. He
gave his life to Christ at an early

Gone, but not forgotten. We
will always love and miss you,
Dad.
The Smith family.

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM
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Henryd auln~ h~s .sistedrs ~i~ie
Lee an J 1a enJoye smgmg
gospel songs for their family,
friends and especially for their
grandparents, George and Arnie
Bradley. .
Henry joined-a singing group
in his youth that performed regularly in Madison and Jefferson
County areas. ·
He continued his love for
Jesus Christ by joining Allen
Temple A. M. E. Church, where
be served as Sunday School
Teacher, Steward Choir memher and other positions.
Henry's welcoming smile
and outgoing personality made
people feel .at ease. One of his
favorite hymns was "Amazing ·
Grace" especially the stanza.
"Through many dangers. toils
and snares I have already
come. Tis grace hath bro't me
sqfe thus far, and grace will
lead me h.o me. , These hymns
helped sustain him during his
military career.
Henry was a loving husband,
father and the best uncle.
He was preceded in death by:
his son, Kenneth; and sister,
WillieLeeWalker.
He leaves to cherish his
memories: wife, Alice; sister,
Julia Turner; uncle, Clarence
Brown;
nieces,
Margaret
Howard and Gale T. James;
nephews, Jewel J. Walker and
Alvin Williams; ' grandnieces,
Andrea Oliver and Alexandria
James; sisters-in-law, Edith
Williams
and
Marguerite
Williams; brothers-in-law, Kenneth -Williams and Edward
Williams; caretaker, George
Donnell; and a host of nieces,
nephews, loving cousins and
friends.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the church on
Friday for the service.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

Nation Adds
200,000 Jobs
In December
Hiring Surge
WASHINGTON
Four
painful years after the recession
struck and wiped out 8.7 millionjobs, the United States may
finally be in an elusive pattern
known as a virtuous· cycle - an
escalating loop of hiring and
spending.
The nation added 200,000
jobs in December in a burst of
hiring that drove the unemployment rate down two notches to
8.5 percent, its lowest in almost
three years, and led economists
to conclude that the improvement in the job market might
just last.
·
It was the sixth month in a
row that the economy added at
least 100,000 jobs, the longest
streak since 2006. The ~conomy
added jobs every month iast
year, the first time that has happened since 2005.
Pres. Obama, visiting the
new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau in Washington,
said: "We have made real
progress. Now is not the time to
stop." He called on Congress to
extend a tax Social Security payroll tax cut that is due to expire
at the end of next month.

ST.
1/10/82- 1/S/2007

Happy birthday, Baby.
Love, Enodsia. ·

IN
MEMORIAM

DEATH liSTS
AIKENS
FUNERAl HOME
Mr. Joseph Brutus, Tampa.
Mr. Lenorris, Clinton, Brandon, FL.
Mrs. Claudia V. Donaldson,
Tampa.
· Mr. Wayne B. Fischer, Tampa .
Mr. Henry Montgomery,
Tampa.
Mrs. Dorothy Jones, Tampa.
Mrs. Roberta Marion McCardy, Thonotosassa, FL.
Jerry Oliver, Tampa. ,
Mr. Lynnie Willard Sermons,
Tampa.
Mrs. Sylvia Shipp; Tampa.
Mrs.
Sonia
Maristany
Valentin, Tampa.

MOTHER CHRISTINE
E. LEWIS
Gone, but not forgotten.
The love that you shared with
family and friends will always
live on and on.
Love: James, Delores and
Jack.
·
Also badly missed by: father, James, Sr.; sister, Barbara; and sister, Carolyn.

RAY WilliAMS
FUNERAl HOME
Mr. Leslie Brooks, Jr.,
Tampa.
Mr. Nathaniel Jones, Tampa.
Mr. Louis Kitt, Plant City, FL.
Mrs.
Louise Westbrook,
Tampa.
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FUNERAL HOME

CRISIS

~= ~RICf.S

11~ ISD.813 626-8600JAMIS~oN llb

loaN

oiOth St'"t • "'-mpo, Florido 331110

"Our 81,1siness Is Service"
3000 N. 29th • Tampa, FL 33605
(800) 605-3350. (813) 248-6125
www.wilson-funeralhome.com

Dallas Man Freed After 31
Years In Prison·For Rape
DALLAS - A Dallas man
who spent 31 years behind
bars proclaiming his innocence il) a sexual assault conviction has been set free by a
judge who apologized.
Rickey Dale Wyatt w~s
released by a judge Wednesday who recommended his
1981 conviction be set aside.
The Dallas County District
Attorney's Office presented
evidence they s¢d the original
prosecutors in the case withheld, including evidence
showing Wyatt did not match
the victim's initial description
of her attacker.
Wyatt was s-feet-6 and
135 pounds when he was ar-:
rested. But he was convicted
of an aggravated sexual assault committed by a man de- ·
scribed as 6 inches taller and

Rickey· Wyatt upon his release.

65 pounds heavier.
· Wyatt's attorneys with the
Innocence Project .in New
York found that evidence
withheld· in ·h is case likely
would have acquitted him.
They say the evidence proves
what Wyatt has said for 31
years: He was too small to be
the rapist.

Teen Wrongtullv Deported
Heading Back Home
J akadrien Turner has
made national headlines for
being wrongfully deported to
Colombia by U.S. Immigration and .Customs Enforcement (ICE). Now heading
home on a plane back from
South America. .
Her imminent arrival
comes after many months of
aggressive searching for
Jakadrien by her grandmother, Lorene Turner,
who has accused ICE of making a major mistake in deporting
a
15:.year-old
African-American to·a strange
county.
"They didn't do their work.
How do you deport a teenager
and send her to Colo"mbia
without a passport, without
anything?," Turner asked in
a J:)allas-area television news
report.
·Yet · the federal agency
maintains that the girl inten~onally lied about her identity

JAKADRIEN TURNER

throughout the deportation
process.
Using the alias Tika
Lanay Cortez, Jakadrien
told Houston police that. she
was a native of Colombia after
an arrest for a minor theft in
April2011.
ICE claims that her use of
this fabricated identity - and
her failure to clarify her citizenship status despite ample
opportunity - are the true
factors behind the girl's expatriation.

Jacksonville Mom Used Babv As
Shield When Bovtriend Anacke- Her
The fight started with fists,
then a knife before a 22-yearold mother held up her yearold son as a human shield,
hoping she wouldn't be
stabbed by the child's father
on Dec. 9.
But the man threw the
child to the floor face-first as
the attack continued, the
woman told police.
Devin Juan Wilkes, 24,
is behind bars on $soo,ooo
bail after his Monday arrest
on charges of aggravated assault, child abuse, battery and
felony domestic battery.
Police said they found
Wilkes hiding in the baby's
bedroom closet after the
child's mother, Sheena
Hunter, told them she

DEVIN JUAN WILKES

hadn't seen WJikes since the
attack.
Police said Wilkes and
Hunter have been together
for two years. They were arguing and Wilkes began
punching her in the face, the
report said.
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Suspect Charged
In 2010 Murder
The clerk told deputies he
saw four people in a vehicle
that was parked outside of
the store. He also said he saw
two of the people inside the
car run after Hayes towards
Las Palmas Drive.
The.witness told deputies
two people returned to the
vehicle a short time later. One
of the four men entered the
store, and the witness reportedly asked him what happened to the guy they were
AMUARY SPEING
chasing. The man allegedly
told the witness the man they
On September 3, 2010,
had been chasing was put to
Hillsborough County Sheriffs
sleep. A security camera capdeputies were called to 7323
tured an image of that man.
Las Palmas Drive on a report
Later, an alert. was issued
of a person down. When they
after the man in the surveilarrived, they found the body
lance photo was identified as
of a white male lying in the
Amuary
Speing, 25.
parking lot in front of the Las
Deputies were later able to
Palmas address.
identify three people who
Deputies determined that
were
with Speing, one of
Ja:n:ies A. Hayes, Jr., 21,
them
a potential witness to
was dead. They also noticed a ·
·
what
happened
to Hayes.
pocket of Hayes's pants had
A warrant was issued for
been turned out. They also
Seping's arrest, and on
found two honey buns near
January
6th, he was arrested
Hayes.
and
charged
with first degree
Deputies contacted a sales
murder and attempted strong
clerk at a convenience store
armed robbery.
located near the crime scene.

Plan To Use Weapons
01 Mass Destruction
In Tampa Thwaned

SAMI OSMAKAC

... being held without bond

On Sunday, the U. S.
Attorney's Office arrested a
25-year-old man and charged
him with a federal firearms
violation. The arrest thwarted
what police said was a plan to
use weapons of mass destruction in Tampa.
According to the U. S.
Attorney's Office for the
Middle District of Florida,
Sami Osmakac allegedly
described his plans to detonate a car bomb and then
retrieve other weapons and
explosives to use. He allegedly planned to bomb nightclubs in Ybor City, a business
in South Tampa, and the
Operations Center of the
Hillsborough County Sheriffs
Office, among other locations.
The second part of his
attack plans were to use an
explosive belt "to get in somewhere where there's a lot of
people" and take hostages .
He is alleged to have also
said, "once I have this ... they
can take me in five million

pieces."
He had also planned to
demand the release of some
prisoners.
The FBI received information in September 2011, indicating that Osmakac had
requested al-Qaeda flags . In
November , he reportedly
identified the potential targets in Tampa. He is said to
have asked the informant to
help him obtain firearms and
explosives .
The informant introduced
Osmakac to an undercover
officer that he mef December
21st. An AK-47 style machine
gun, Uzi submachine guns,
high capacity magazines,
grenades, and an explosive
belt were among the weapons
he requested. In a later meeting, Osmakac allegedly gave
the undercover agent a $500
down payment for an Ak-47,
multiple homemade explosive
grenades, and the explosive
belt.
Osmakac was arrested
Saturday after he took possession of explosive devices
and guns that had been rendered inoperable. He is being
held without bond.
Police further stated that
shortly before his arrest,
Osmakac made a video of
explaining his motives for
carrying out the vio lent
attack.
Osmakac is a naturalized
U. S. citizen who was born in
Ko sovo, form erly known as
Yugoslavia.

Suspect Sought
For Stealing
MonevFrom
K-Man

Detectives Charge·
Woman In
Man's Shooting ·
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CARR BRAZELTON, III

SARAH HUGHEY

ARTIIUR HOWARD

Hillsborough County
Sheriff's detectives have
identified a man being
sought for grand theft that
occurred at the K-Mart
located at 1602 West
Brandon Boulevard ·on
October 28, 2011.
Detectives said at 9 p.m.,
Carr Brazelton, III, 27,
approached the customer
service counter to make a
purchase and was turned
away by the clerk to another
clerk whose register was
open.
Detective said Brazelton
watched the clerk count her
money, then left to go to
another
register.
Brazelton then returned,
and passed by the service
desk watching the clerk set
a banded stack of money
($1,965) beside the register.
Detectives said Brazelton
grabbed the cash and ran
out of the store.
Anyone with information
on the whereabouts of
Brazelton is asked to call
(813) 247-8200.

On October 17, 2011,
Hillsborough County Sheriffs
deputies said Arthur
Howard, 30, arrived at
Sarah Hughey's office, and
was greeted by the receptionist in the front lobby .
Howard was later told to
talk with Hughey in her
office.
During their meeting,
deputies said'Howard asked
to get items that belonged to
him. At some point after
Howard entered Hughey's
office, and they talked about
his property, deputies said he.
was shot once in the chest by

Hughey.
After an investigation and
interviews, detectives colieluded aughey had lied to
detectives regarding her personal relationship with
Howard, and she had ·purchased numerous items for
him.
Hughey turned herself in
at the County Jail on charges
of aggravated battery with a
deadly weapon, and giving
false information to law
enforcement during an investigation. She was subsequently released on her own recognizance.
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NOTICE OF APPLICATION

Notice Under Fictitious
Name Law Pursuant
To Section 865.09
Florida Statutes

Notice Under Fictitious
Name Law Pursuant
To Section 865.09
Florida Statutes

NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN that the .undersigned, desiring to engage
in business under the
fictitious name of Ax Pert
Pharmacy
Consulting
Services. LLC located at
P.O. Box 290116, in the
County of Hillsborough, in
the City of Tampa. Florida
33687 intends to · register
the said name with the
Division of Corporations of
the Florida Department of
State, Tallahassee, Florida.

NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN that · the undersigned, desiring to engage
in business under the fictitious name of Restoring
Education
Academic
Program - R.E.A.P. located
at 1044 East Brandon
Boulevard, in the County of
Hillsborough, in.the City of
Brandon, Florida 33511 .
intends to register ·the said
name with the Oivision of
Corporations of the Florida
Department
of
State,
Tallahassee, Florida.

Notice of Settlement

FOR TAX DEED
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
PLYMOUTH PARK TAX SERVICES LLC
#1305 the holder ol the lollowing
certilicate has filed said certificate for a
tax deed to be issued thereon .

The

certificate number and year of issuance,

The School Board of Hillsborough County, Florida, hereby
gives notice that it has settled the following tort claims against
the School Board of Hillsborough County, Florida, for an
amount in excess of $5,000, exclusive of interest and costs.
This Notice is published as required by Florida Statue
69.081 (9).

the description of the property, and the
names in which it was assessed are as

~
c

follows:

a:

Folio No.: 063850.0500

LL

File No.: 2012-97

c

Certificate No.: 194648-09

z

Baity, Derrick; Parris, David; Fox, Elijah; Coker, Jacob;
Garufi, Crachele; Rentas, ldelisse; McCarrick, Tara;
Viel, Clara; Forsey, George

Year of Issuance: 2009
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Description of Property:

LOT 4 BLOCK 1 LESS S
19 FT THEREOF
SEC TWP AGE: 02-29-20
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which assessed:
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Bids due to QGS: January 16, 2012, prior to 9:00 AM
Fax to 813-633-3745 or
Email to dixie@qgsdevelopment.com

PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 35n7
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Bayou Pass Village Phase 4 Subdivision
Complete Site Development

CASH ACRES UNIT NO. 1

Please contact Dixie Lamoureux at 813-634-3326 or
dixie@qgsdevelopment.com fpr plans, specifications,
and additional information.

SHAY LYNN FETTERHOFF
Said property being in the County ol
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be sold
to th e highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E .
Edgecomb

Courthouse, 800

Project Scope: This project consists of all work necessary
to develop a 158 . lot . single family subdivision including: the
construction of a stormwater drainage system , sanitary sewer
collection system , lift station, potable water delivery system, otfsite
improvements, site grading, streets and roadways, including
grading, crushed concrete base, asphaltic concrete pavement, curbs
and gutters, and other related work.

Dated at Tampa. Florida,
this 4th day of
January. 2012.
Sole Owner(s)
Marco Fredricks II
Tuesday Fredricks

East

21!1 day of Februarv

2012, at 10:00 A.M,

(NOTICE: Please call

(813) 276-8100

ext. 4809 to verify sale location) .
Dated this 19th day of December, 2011
PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court

.A... T

,_:""' tampa
.1\ Hou5ing
~ ~·

Operations and Real Estate Development (ORED)

Deputy Clerk

Request for Qualifications
For
Major Revitalization Programs Grant Writer/Consultant

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In
order to participate In this proceeding,
you are entitled, at no cost to you, to

FOR RENT_

II
Condo - Pond View
· Near Hillsborough
And Busch

ftuthorihj

Hillsborough County, Florida
TERESA L. CLARK

Solicitation No. FY2011-RFQ-03
December 5, 2012

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
$600.00/Monthly
Swimming Pool Access
Laund,.Y Facility
Water And Sewer Included

the provision of certain assistance.
contact

Please

the

Clerk's

ADA

Coordinator, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd. ,
Florida ,

Tampa,

(813)

276-8100

extension 4205, two (2) working days
prior to the date the service Is needed ;
If you are hearing or voice Impaired,
call711 .

Check Us Out:
On
Fa.cebook

&
Follow Us
O n Twitter A t
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Sole O~ner( s)
Casandra Merritt
Salmon 0'1\ieil

Twiggs Street, Tampa FL 33602 on the
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Dated at Tampa, Florida,
this 4th day of
January. 2012.
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The Housing Authority of the City of Tampa (Authority) is
seeking Qualification Statements from qualified Grant
Writers/Consultants capable of providing a full rarige of
technical and professional services related to : writing complex
and comprehensive grant applications for upcoming
funding opportunities ·to aid in the revitalization of THA
properties, restoration of historic structures, and other related
neighborhood revitalization efforts.
In order to obtain a copy of this Request for Qualifications,
please contact Mr. Nicholas Dickerson , Contracting Officer via
email only at nicholasd@thafl.com.
SUBMISSION DEADLINE:
Time: 2:00p.m. (prevailing.Tampa time)
Date: Wednesday, February 1, 2012
BY ORDER OF MR. JEROME D. RYANS,
PRESIDENT/CEO,
THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF TAMPA
IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
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Must See

Charming 2 Bedroom
Condo
Pool, Washer/Dryer Included
Owner Pays W/S/G
Section 8 Accepted
Available
Call (813) 96Q-8490

(813) 390-4169

UBLICATION DEADLINES

Edition· Thursday@ 12:00 P.M.
Friday Edition • Monday @12:00 P.M.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$10.00 • 1·20 Words And 60$ For Each
Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad ·
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II HOMES FOR SALE I II HOMES FOR RENT I I

~------------~~~~~--------~

For Sale

I & R Specialist

2914 East 27th Avenue

1511 East Giddens

1 And 2 Bedrooms
Affordable, Quiet

Remodeled

www.agingflorida.com/jobs

ADAIEOEIDFWP

I

CHA, Carport

Granite Countertops
$2,900.00/Down

WID Hook-Up
Fenced Back Yard
Available

$680.00/Monthly

Call Jonda (727) 320-7310

43rd & Sligh

Drive By
902 East McBerry

3 Bedroom/1 Y2 Bath

Then Call Ed

WDH, CHA

(813) 541-2652

Tile Throughout
Section 8 Ok
Available Now

Large 3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Block Home
WDH, CHA, Garage
$950.00/Monthly
$700.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

(813) 453-5690

Call (813) 453-Q123

Move In Specials!

Progress Village Area

3 Bedroom Home

No Deposits!

Section 8 Accepted

813-386-8049

FREE Rent

TMLEASES.Com
813-221-4457

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

2307 North 54th Street

Central Air/Heat
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Section 8 Accepted

813-386-8049

CHA, WDH, Carport
Newly Remodeled

Call (813) 21o-4339
4404 Troy Street
4 Bedroom/1 Bath

$500.00/Deposit
A/C, New Tile/Carpet

(813) 298-2499

$800.00/Monthly

Call (813) 849-3265

Christmas Special
$199.QO Moves You In

WDH, CHA

$450.00 - $550.00 Monthly

Section 8 Welcome

Fenced, WDH

East Tampa

With CHA $750.00
Without CHA $700.00

3 Bedroom/ 1 Bath

Plus Deposit

Concrete Block

(813) 267-4488

$1250.00 Monthly

CHA, Carpet, Tile

$1 000.00/Deposit ·

Wired For Alarm

813-949-3482
(813) 503-0030

FOR DETAILS ON PLACING
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
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4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Section 8

CONTACT LAVORA
{813) 248-1921 .

@

$795.00/Monthly
Section 8 OK

Newly Renovated

iiiMI:

No Pets, Fenced Yard
$500.00/Deposit

Living Room, Dining Room

Cinnamon Cove
Apartments
12401 N. 15th Street
Call (813) 971-5254
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East Tampa

New Carpet

1 And 2 Bedroom

Apartments

Or (813) 451-1568

(813) 451-9624

Units Available Now

Fenced Yard

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Ceramic Tile, Petless
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Progress Village Area
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
. Fruit Trees
CHA, WDH , Carport
Newly Remodeled
$850.00/Monthly

Brandon
Pool Home In

Plus Deposit

Call (813) 210-4339

Gated Community

House

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Fenced Lot

2 Car garage

Office Street Parking

1,876 SF

Section 8 Only

Fenced Yard

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

$550.00/Monthly

$850.00/Monthly

Call (813) 451-1n6

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Call (813) 417-1238

Call (813) 900-5559

2 Bedroom/2 Bath ·

Section 8 Welcome

Progress Village

Fenced, CHA

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Or Section 8
$450.00 - $500.00 Monthly

Fruit Trees

$1 ,050.00/Monthly

Tampa - Riverview Area

3001 North 16th Street

N

1st Month Rent Free

Section 8 OK

(813) 325-2813

.....

3 Bedroom Home

Carport, CHA, WDH
Fenced Yard, Ceramic Tile

0

Verifiable Income

Tami (813) 7246

Central Heat And Air

Plus Deposit

Carport, Utility Room

3403 North 49th

N

Must Have

Move-In Special

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Central Air/Heat, WDH
$850.00/Month

.....

9

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

$850.00/Monthly

2307 North 54th Street

~
~

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Totally Remodeled

Ask About Our

~z

Apartment

I HOMES FOR RENT I

(813) 784-3360

Homes Available

Starting @ $425.00

Studio Apartment
Furnished Or Unfurnished

Very Spacious

Tampa Heights

Marie

I HOMES FOR RENT I

32 Unit Property

Must Have 600 Plus
Credit Score To Obtain Loan

Waterside Condo

5 Bedroom/2 Bath

2 Bedroom/2 Bath
Stainless Steel Appliances

FOR RENT

I

APTS. FOR RENT

Split Plan, Sun Room
Close To Shopping

Seminole Heights Area
3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Home
Totally Remodeled
Great Neighborhood

And Schools

$800.00/Rent

$1 ,550/Monthly

Plus Deposit

Plus Deposit

Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 967-7808

Call (813) 601-3101
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55+ Community
1 Bedroom Apartments
$1 00.00/Deposit
Starting At $375.00

Section 8 Only
0 Deposit
$100.00 Move-In Special

2 Or 3 Bedroom/1 Bath

3, & 4 Bedroom

Central Heat & Air

CHA, WDH

Extremely Nice
Section 8 Accepted

Large Backyard

Cable, Central Heat
Strictly No
Drug Activity Allowed
Must Be Employed

Nice Area

Call (813) 965-5931

Call (813) 477-7734

Call (813) 789-3879

TradeMark Group
(813) 221-4457
1504 99th Apartment #B

Beds

Furnished Rooms For Rent

Move-In Special
Tampa Heights
New 4-Piex

Males Preferred

Bunk Beds

$200.00

Twin

$60.00

Full

$65.00

Queen

$ 75.00

King

$100.00 & Up

Call (813) 31 0-0991
Central @ 1-275

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

0 Deposit Required
Section 8 Only

Furnished
$585.00/Monthly

$50.00 will Move You In
Newly Remodeled

Plus Deposit
Utilities Included
Section 8 Ok

Call (813) 340-3085
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2 Bedroom/1 Bath

History Required

Ready Immediately

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Clean & Beautiful

Central A/C

Call (813) 917-4386

North Tampa And
Temple Terrace Area

Section 8 Welcome

Angie's Apartments

3 Bedroom

1, 2 & 3 Bedroom

Apartments
WDH - 0 Deposit
No Application Fee

Queen Beds,
~ $85.00 Deposit
$100.00 And Up Weekly

813 598 4262

Rooms For Rent

2104 W. Beach Street #B

4230 East Cayuga

(813) 238-6353

Cable Included

Section 8 No Deposit

813-915-9787

Tampa Heights
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Duplex
WDH , CHA
$600.00/Monthly
Includes Water
Deposit Required

(813) 238-61 00

Bougainvillea Ave

1000 East 26th Avenue

Central Heat And Air
All Utilities Paid '
Fixed Income Only
$350.00/Monthly

Please Call
(813) 227-9063

10009 North 14th Street
(Off Linebaugh)

Large 1 Bedroom

Duplex
Great Area, A/C
All Appliances
Washer Hook-Up
Ready To Move In
$425.00/Monthly

2/1 Duplex
WDH , CHA
Section 8 Welcomed
Paid Water & Sewer
$350.00/Deposit

Call (813) 986-3205
(813) 310-8598

Information At Location

Furnished
Rooms For Rent
Single Person
Free Cable, A/C And Heat
$100.00 Per Week
No Deposit

Call (813) 562-3848

Place Your Ad In The
Business Directory

Contact laVora @(813) 248~1921
Fax To: (813) 248·9218
or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com

22nd Avenue

Call Casey
(813) 765-2558
Ybor Heights
Large Furnished Rooms
$120.00- $140.00/Weekly
Deposit Plus Security
Plus 1 Week Rent

Hillsborough & Himes

Cable TV, Laundry
Single, Drug Free

A/C, Cable, Phone
Queen Beds
Kitchen , Ceiling Fans
$85.00 Deposit

Must Be Employed

813 598 4262

71 05 North Nebraska Ave.
Good Location

Phone (813) 263-0857
Restaurant/Sports Bar
For Sale
Town-N-Country Area
Over 12,000 SF
Full Liquor Bar
Plenty Of Parking
Will Finance
No Credit Needed
$399,089

Call For More Details
(813) 440-6440

II BUSINESS OPS. II
Want To Be
Your Own Boss And
Start Your Own Business
And Don't Know How

Give Mr. Griffin
· A Call At
(813) 440-644.0

Call (813) 247-4724

II CARPET CLEANING II ·.

$100.00 And Up Weekly

(813) 310-8500

GET NOTICED...

Call (813) 245-9761
Rooms For Rent

Nice 2/1 Duplex

(954) 300-1002

Must Be Employed

Available Room For Rent
In Ybor Heights At:

Near Main Roads
Ceramic Tile, Central A/C
Water Included
Section 8 And SSI Welcome
Rent $575.00
Deposit $325.00

Call (813) 778-1332
2707 27th Street #A

Males Only
$)00.00/Weekly

I ROOMS FOR RENT II

For Sale

Age 50 And Up Preferred

Clean, A/C, New Paint
$875.00/Monthly

Barber Shop

Tampa, Fl 33602

Alarm
$550.00/Monthly

II BUSINEsS FOR SALE II

Kitchen, Ceiling Fans

Duplex
8304 Mulberry Street #B

Section 8 Welcome

D..

z

Tri-Plex

Excellent Rental

A/C, Cable, Phone

Central Call Station
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First Month Free

APPLIANCE
REPAIRS

Gann & Gann Rentals
Call For Rent
(813) 229-8696 Or
(813) 373-2515

A/C & Appliance Repair

806 Floribraska Avenue

& Dryers

507 Robles Street

All Work Guaranteed

Rooms For Rent

Call Prince

Ice Maker$, Refrigeration
Stove, Washers

Affordable Carpet Cleaning
Deep Scrub
$55.00 Flat
Rate Ca$b

ASAP (813) 484-6757

CREDIT REPAIR
SERVICE

(813) 695-4343
Seffner

Fast Friendly Service
Dave Griffin Enterprises, Inc.

Room For Rent
No Drugs

Get Your Credit Evaluated
By An Attorney

CHA, Share Kitchen And Bath
$130.00/Weekly

Mr. Austin (813) 362-7618
Miss Sarah
(813) 270-4047

Verv Affordable Rates
As Low As $299.00·'

(813) 248-1921

Call(813)440-6440
For Detailed ln~rmatlon
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SPIRITUALIST
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Woodard's Plumbing

We Buy Junk Cars

DNA Mobile Testing

And Trucks

We Specialize In

Paternity Test
We Come To You!

CALL J.R.

Personal - $180.00

(813) 966-3501

Expressions Hair Studio

Faucets Leaks
Drain Stoppage

Fast Results

$85.00

Mens
Lie# 022650

1-888-651-5n7

For Cars, Trucks And Vans
Free Hauling
Lost Title OK

II FORECLOSURE II

Call (813) 626-5733
Or (813) 924-6255
God Bless

Some Banks Are
Paying Up To $20,000

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$

For You To Short Sale

Up To $1,500.00

Your Home

For Cars, Trucks, Vans,
Motorcycles Running Or Not

Hurry Call Us Today
@ (813) 440-6440
For Detailed Information

SALONS

II

$65

Micros Long Hair

$85

Kinky TwiSts

$65

Box Plaits

$40

Sew-In We<NeS

$45

JUNK CARS

Looking For

We Will Buy Your

(813) 695-2438

Booth Rental Only

METAL

Call Mrs. B
(813) 621-2820
(813) 965-0020

II
II

II

Or (813) 446-1947

We Have The Lowest
Prices In Town!
Rims Up To 30"

Removes Spells And
Reunite Love Ones

Call Us Today
. (813) 440-6440

7512 North Armenia Avenue

Can Help You
On Love, Marriage, -Business

All Core Auto Parts:

$125.00

We Pick Up

llwiNoow TINTII
_Auto Tint Any Car
$89.00
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Bad Luck, Evil Spirits
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Rims, Tires, Alarms
Audio Installation
Auto Accessories & More
Phone 813-766-1637

(813) 379-1151

Senegalese Twists

Call (813) n0-7188 ·
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For Cars

Scrap Metals
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True Woman Of God

We Pay Top Dollar

Transmission, Etc.
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Spiritualist- Healer Advisor

813-458-()441-

All Appliances And

.,
)>

Call Now For
Luck Numbers
(912)248-5967

Braids By Serina

Micro Sew-In
...._

RIMS II

To Solve All Problems

Can Remove

Batteries, Radiators .

&

If You Are ~ooking For
New Tires Or Rims

Sister Ava

Need Money?

Call (813) 478-5133

Phone (813) 506-9239

Has The Ability

Junk Cars, Trucks
And Vans

......

N

Sister Davis

B'Eiegant Beauty Salon
3402 North 34th Street

Licensed Hair Stylists

· 11

N
0

Special Readings $~.00

II SPIRITUALIST II II TIRES

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

I~

Palm, Card Rea~er
Spiritual Cleansing
Removes Bad Luck
Evil Spells
Restores Lost Nature
Advise On Love/Marriage
Health And Business

~

......
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Micros Short Hair_

Pick Up Unwanted Metals
24/7

$8.00
Call (813) 322-4333
Or (813) 300-0404
Michelle Stylist

Call (S13) 784-8339

CASH

$12.00

Boys

Monday-Saturday
DLM DNA Services
(813) 928-2753
www.dlmservicesusa.com

$100.00

Hair Cuts

Call (813) 325-4643

We Buy Junk Cars,
Trucks And Vans

24 Hour Service

Sew-In

And All Plumbing Needs

Junk Cars

Payment Plans

$55.00

Senegalese Twist

Cabinets, Sink Installation

Legal- $300.00

Invisible Part

Sister Grace
1907 East Fletch!3r
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$100.00

Kinky Twist

$80.00

Bobs

$75.00

Sew-In

$75.00

Cornrows

$45.00
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·. BUSINESS DIRECTORY
THRIFT STORE

GET NOTICED...

Place Your Ad In The
Business Directory
Contact LaVora @{813} 248·1921
Fax To: (813) 248·9218
or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com

"The Voice
· of
Our Community
Speaking /f;>r Itself"

(813) 248-1921
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
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tAl l'--'______AT_T_OR_N...........,EY_S_·------~~
LAW. P. L.

WHIDDEN

State &

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
SHWING TAMPA, !'lORIDA

Bond Motions
C1iminal Defense &
Probation Violations
p ersona 1 OJUI'Y
Drug Offenses
Fraud/Theft
HomicldcN!olcut Crime
(813)
Sex Offenses
DUIJBUI

J •

272 2200

W:'

W. C. ... _.... , ... ,.,

* Certified by Michipan State University
* All Job-Related Injuries

Auto Accidents
Motorcycle Accidents
B ·
·
,
oahngAcc!dents
Wrongful Dcatlt Clahus

* Change Treating Physicians

* Collect Back Pay

·

* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C./ Race Discrimination

FEDERAL & STATE
-CRIMINAL DEFENSE

FREE CONSULTATION!

402 East 7th Avenue) Tampa, FL 33602

(Except For Pure Title VII Cases)

Free lnfommtion Concerning Qualifications & Elq>eri.:n~ Available Upon Request. The Hiring Of
An Attorney !;An Important Decision That Should Not Be B=d Solely Upon Advertisements. Bef01e You

220 E. Madison Street

*

Suite 1207, Tampa, Fl33602

All Federal Crimes
Felonies & Misdemeanors
DUI & Traffic Cases
Violations of Probation
Bond & ROR Motions
. Domestic Violence
DV Injunctions

Visit Us O,n·line At: -w.FOROLAWFIRM.ORG (Former U.S. Army JACC Attorney)

Decide, Ask Us To Send You Free Written ~lfonnati01l
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"CALL RICKY''
"ASK RICKY''

Free Initial Consultation

AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:

~
c

(813) 350-7923

Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

The hirins: or an attorney is an imponaru deciston that shouki not be
ba1edsolely upon ..SII<Itisemenu. S.f~n you docid<, ..X"' to S<Od
you frtt wrintn infonmtWn about ou.r qw.li(JC!!ions i.-w:l aperic:nc:e.
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RICKY E.
WILLIAMS
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BAIL BONDS
1 32142 . 22

)

MEDICAL CLINIC
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Hillsborough County
(813) 391-2493
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Polk County
328 Dorsett Avenue
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440-3720

Lake

..J
..J

FL 33853

DR. KEVIN SCOIT, MD
Board Certllled

Ortl!op!!dle St!JI!lO!I

'

11311CI-JWJIIIa•T-.RDI28•181-nJ I5N4&I
·
Accepts Most lnswance
Offices Also In St. Pete And Clearwater

For Additional

Call Cllils

(1111
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MEDICAL & LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE

*ALL PRO REFERRAL*
"WHERE

THE

PROS

...J

LL.

CALL JAMES HARRELL AT

ARE"

(813) 409-4253

,:,AVAILABLE 24 HOURS A DAY I 7 DAYS A WEEK
l OFFICES IN HILLSBOROUGH, PINELLAS &

"allproreferral. com

J

TIMES PHARMACY

2210 East Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, Fl33610
(Hillsborough & 22"d By AMSCOT)

(813) 237-.6900

• CriiiiiMII.aw
• FaiDIIIIIW
•Praate
•DiscnmlnatlaR
The Miles Plaza

308 E. MLK Blvd.; Suite E

Your Neighborhood Pharmacy

Tampa,FL~

We Offer Free Home Delivery
..........~- Free Gift Card With Prescription T.-S11n~f'A-

(813) 237-2392 Office
(813) 236-5717 Fax

If You Have No Insurance ~ Call Us For Assistance

. RENT ACA·R

•

RENT A CAR

